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3.1 Introduction. In the last chapter it was shown that substantial
controversy and misunderstanding arose LriEhin structural linguistics

at roughly mid-century concerning the role of meaning in linguistic
analysis and over the issue of justification of linguistic theories,
i.e., how a fbestt theory was to be selected. This chapter examines
two influenEial programnatic proposals for linguistic

theory conceived

within Ehis nexus; Ehat of Quine, originating in his essay, "The
Problem of Meaning in Linguistics" (PML), and that of Chomsky's massive

Eypescript dated June, 1955, The Logical SEructure of Linguistic Theory
(LSLT)

. Both parallel and indeed

rnay

be viewed as

spa\,uned

by the

contemporary debates in slructural linguistics

regarding the role of
meaning and hor.r and whether treliance on meaningr impugns an tobject,ivet
']'* 'i-tscience of language. 4ot{T proposals are united by an effort to
confront tmentalist semanEicst head-on; in so many words, the tproblem

of meaningr is their joint raison d'€tre.

Both are concerned ruith what

Sapir, in 1929, referred to as "The

of Linguistics as a Science",

SEaEus

i.e., wit,h the possibility of a science of language struct.ure. Given the
murky scale of understanding surrounding notions of meaning, such an

inqui-ry, boEh agree, should seek to avoid reliance on meaning. And both
are interested in how and whether a 'best' theory of t.his kind can be
chosen.

this point there is a divergence. Quine's program seeks Eo
show just where semantic notions do enter lj.nquistics (taken
"" #;1
j-ot grammar and lexicography) and how and to what extent the work done
AE,

bv these noEions can be performed instead by operationally definable
behavioral norions. In the different domains of linguistics,

the

success
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\of thts replacement program varies.\In granunatical theory, the funda-l
mentdl notion of 'significant sequence of phonemes' may, pendine a
non-semantic definition of 'phoneme', be operationally reconstructed
accordi-ng to whether the utterance of a given phoneme sequence occasions

a "bizarreness reacti.on" from nati.ve speakers. On the other hand, in
lexicography, where the fundarnental problem is with the pairing of
synonyms, the notion of synonymy (which holds Ehat syntax mav vary

as semantic content remains fixed, in Quinefs construal) remains
impervious to adequate reconstrucEion in the justificat,ory terms of
observable behavioral correlates. Due to lineuistlc relativity,

rhe

d'etermination of 'samenesi'of meaning' cannoc, in principle, be recon-

stituted in the terms of obsenrable behavior in such a nay as to warrant
the claim of a uniquely correct pairing of synonyms. In lexicograph.v.
at 1east, the evldent lack of success 1n ourely forrnal reconstructions
of meaning leads Eo the conclusion that there is, then, "no fact of
che matter", nof,hing for che rexicographer to be right or wronq abour

in his posited pairings of expressions. Later developed and amplified
as "!he doctrine of indeterminacy of translation", this position il"r-, 't

iL

-+3€-a consequen? chat linguisCics is in a rather differenr situation
from the other sciences where theories, though admictedly not uniquelv
determined b1'a range of data, nonetheless relate to data where there

is, after all, something to be right or Lrronq about. The thesis of
indecermlnscvr arising from a suitably reconstructed and hence scie:rti-

rically respeccable linguistics,

is the Quinian analoque of (and

nav

be vj.ewed as a partial response to) concerns in structural lineuistics
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posed by the so-called "non-uniqueness" of theories.

It is this

latCer issue which is the focus of Chomsky's LSI-T, i.n turn, a partial
response to Quine.

For Quine, the status of linguistic theories as science. i o y'.
r,lVai .s. -JL *-G'-t +- *\-'L
theories are reconstructable in terms of
iibscC.arklinguistic
\l
behavioral analogues of the theory of neaninfr is clouded by the

vifu

^t
c)u2*

,

^
spec{!e\of
indeterminacyl.F"'program of LSLT, in full accord with
Ehe Quinian attack on rthe theory of meaning',4.""h." a di.fferent
assessment of the standing of linguistic

^
Eheory, understanding

c

now

by this termJ exclusively the theory of graunar. Wtrile in

agreernent

irith quine as to the regilfrUf.

of

notions,

Chomsky argues

vagueness and lmprecision

semantic

t,hat the particular replacement program

for by Quine is, in fact,

unnecessary

ea11ed

since, he argues, semantic notions

are irrelevant Eo qramatical theorv. The irrelevance of tsvnonvmvt in
phonemic analysis is demonsEraEed, iE is claimed, by the suffici.ency

of a purely operational and non-semanti.c test for phonemic distinctness,
Harrist paired utterance Eest,. In syncax, Ehe irrelevance of the notion
of rsignificancer j.s shown, Chomsky argues, by the existence of sentences
like Colorless green ideas sleep furiously which are, apparently,

noc

signi-fieant at all but whose intuicive well-forrnedness is operationally
attestable.

The fundamental noEion for the grarmnarian is not, consequentlv,

'significanE sequence of phonemesf but 'int.uitively well-formed
of phonemest. As a resulE, granmar may be seen Eo be a Eheory of

sequence
a

nacive speakerts "intuitions of linguistic form", intuiLlons ruhlch
have ofren, misEakenly, been held to be semantic. A different rerlrccnpnr
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program is advocated: to reconstruct "lntuitions

of linguistic form"

1n non-senantic and, where possible (as i.n phonemics), operational

terms. Thus firmly setting grarnmatical theory on afpurely formailbasis

prinitives Coes not suffice, however, as a solution to the problem
"---6of the choice of a'bestt

are tlro ceniral issues here.
The first has to do wi.th the notion of rprojection': how can a granmar
grarnmar. There

of a language, i.e., of the in principle infinite

set of intuitively

well-formed senEences, be justified? The second concerns -the insufficiency

of any purely formal distributional procedures to justify setting
a Part,icular class of granmatical element,s. Since
.

elemencs, equally distributionally

justifiable,

rnany

up

other classes of

might be set up instead,

why is t,his particular class chosen? And how is the linguist to choose

from among Ehe concei.r"bly urany different forroally-based grartrnars, each

f which is in accord lriEh Ehe available enpiri.cal data, the "intuicions
''\.-*'of
,' r'Jv

linguisEic form" of the native speaker? Taking a page from Quine

and

.r ;tr
._.at ' €-> Goodman, Chomskyts answer is a grauunatical metatheory based upon the
\'
* "' .uouy'-,.notion of sinplicity. With Quine, sirnplicity provides the means ot+..

z

/

t-efL

,f) -.\'' F
.,5 .''* Z-s'e-l**;iea-to Ehe key net.hodological problern of corpus-based descriptive
" \\.,,r
li.nguist,ics, that of taking an'inductive step', of projecting a granmar
ut-

ut"

t1

of the language as a whole from a finite corpus of sentences. I^Iithl'drirr"
^

and Goodman, simplicity is seen as a solely systern-internal considera-

tion; it is not adequate as a basis for cholce
schemes

or syscems. I'Iit.h Goodman, choice

theories can be

urade

among opposing conceptual

among competing system-i.nternal

by specifying a numerical measure of si.mplicity.

In LSLT, t.hese ideas are developed into

Ehe conception

J."{-'j

of a two-r]fa--

.e\y'<
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program of linguistic

research. On the one hand, to construct an expli.cit

"general t,heory of linguistic structure", a metagranmar, in which are defined
\
various\levels of analysis" (e.g., phoneme, morpheme, word, syntacEic

category' sentence, phrase structure, transformatlonal) where thighert
levels are motivated by t,he reduction in complexity they achieve in
restating and reformulating the results artained at 'lower' levels.
0n the other hand, Ehere ls the important goal of constructing, in

conformity with the theory of levels of the general t,heory, ernpirically
adequate grann:rrs of particular languages. the problem of non-uniqueness,

i.e., of selecting from

among

empirlcally indlstinguishable graurnars of

:a language, is conceptuatly resolved by Ehe requirement that
metagrannrar be construcEed

3

Ehe

by "litera1ly defining simplicity" for

grannars and chat it incorporat,e a purely formal, in fact, mechanical
evaluaEion procedure which is to select the (notationally) simplest

of the candidate gramnars. Thus the
n

LSLT program

for the justification

and vaLidation of granmars has a two-tj.ered structure of criteria
ad,equacy: "external" (erupirical) adequacy and "internal"

of

(notational

simplicity) adequacy. Non-uniqueness is avoided and the standing
of linguistic

theory (i.e.,

These differing

granmratical theory) as a science is secured.

assessmenEs

of the prospects for linguistic theorv,

lald down in Ehe early 1950's, will reverberaEe throughouE

much

of the

next two decades, coming face-to-face, however, only at the end of the
1960's and thereafter at least as far as Chomsky (1980a). In ehis debate.l
I
'Chomsklr (1969b), (1975c:198 ff) and (1980a); Quine (1969c) and (197:).
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(
r \.f
i
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Eo sutrmari.ze, chomsky argues against Quine that the doctrine of

!

't

indet,erminacy is "bifurcationist",'

Y

unwarrantedly seEting linguistic

theory (which Chonsky includes as part of cognitive psychology) a

I

double standard which restrict,s the kinds of evidence that rnry count

for Ehe correctness of one theory or hypothesis as against another.
Yet as may be seen from the above, the respective programs of Quine
and LSLT are each bifurcationist in their onn way. Because of rthe

v
\

r

L!

"\

,i

\2

1,

n1

theory as facing

special obstacles regarding the justificari.on of theories. For

v

,t.?

problem of meaning', each singles out linguistic

v,

v

maintains that, an unavoidable indeter-minacy ffit*}

Quine

lexicography

(and

translation) due to an in principle absence of any objective criterion

"r\i,' 'J
for deternining a correct .synonym pairing. And Chornsky holds rhat a
/
J"
;
\" ,"-z-+*: a\
rbestt gra tar can be arrived at only"ji(^
\
mechanical evaluarion procedure.
/' 'J ,,
.---o-'---.:tn
,'-- rL-

{
\

,/
.u

Therei.s,ofcourse,ffiofaccounEingforchi1d1anguage
4r,
v!
svutes,

J

>\

acquisition, a subst,antial reincerpret.ation of , or "shift of focus"
regarding, Ehe concept.ion of linguistic structure put forlard in LSLT.
The details of this reori.entat,ion are many, requiring a fu11-scale piece

jjgry1_"_"_i

'"tv

be alluded

to

:"er

-{ -'

_ea_:y/hddi::::L)

olscuss].on may be found on t.hese natEers in
chapEer

we

Chap
$$ 2 and 3. In this
:' I ---=--=---*
--------.__-limit our,;concer n to a rather general pre s entation of che

program for linguistic

theo rv

set ouE in PML and L5L T in which the
-_
rep lacement oF the, el-iminat ion of meaninlo from 1 ingu stic analysis
!

-l
is a major rocus.
I

^.
Lnoms
Kv

Hocknev

.

/

A

i980a: l6 ec seq. ); this sense oi the
r975).

rm

is Eaken from

t07

In 53.2 LE is

shown

that Quine's rational reconstructi?rl oI

linglristic Eheory undergoes several changes yeLnever succeeds in
presenting an argument which shows, as Quine later asserts, that
indeteroinaey arises for the grannarian in his stated task of
demarcating all and only the well-fonued (or 'significant')
sequences

Phoneme

of a languag? And where an argument, for indeterminacy

is presented, in the case of the lexi.cographer becone field linguist
engaged

in "radi.cal translaEiont',Va t"y be replied that a doctrine
\

of i.ndet,erminacy is

perhap-s.

*fy

a lingering vestige of the very

essentialis! concepEion of meaning it is designed to
we examine Ehe LSLT- notivation for Ehe

"orbat.\In $3.3
approach Eo Justification of

grannars which involves a metagranrmar based on the criterion of

l

simplicity.

As not,ed above, such a general theory of language

structure is later to be viewed as an ttinnate schematism" or
"universal grarunar" which restricts t,he class of possible

grammars

available t.o the child language learner, thereby constitut.ing

an

explanaEion for the uniformity, ease of acquisition and speclficity

of structure of the

grarnmar

attained by a child who has acquired

language. In $3.31 we consider Ehe arguments presented for

a

t.he

irrelevance of semantic notions in eramrtati.cal lheorv accordins to
the revision of "distributional

analysis" proposed in LSLT. Here

find that Ehe case for irrelevance goes through neither in

we

phonemics

nor in svnE.ax, in Ehe former due to degeneracies with t.he results of
the pair Eest, in the latter because of a petitio principii.

And when

che irrelevance of semantic notions to grammar cannot be sustained,
Ehe charact,er

of a metagranmar, as defining simplicity, and the

purely formal

schema

of justification

l^ 5.4 "

lose their point.

accompanying
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3.2 Quine's Progran for Linguistieq. Quine's paper, "The Problern of
Meaqing in Linguistics" (P!0-), originally delivered Eo an audience

of linguists at Ann Arbor in t951, is an assessment of the prospectrs
for a progran of reconstructing linguistic theory so as to eliruinate
reliance on the notions of che theory of meaning. It aEtempts a
^ r,,*t the
parallel rational reconstruetlon of linguistics (coruprised3f
Ewo

doqFins of gramar and lexicography); the theme is t.o examine

whether and at whac points notions of meaning enter these domains,

with an eye towards removing this reliance, where possible,

Ehroueh

reconstruct,lon in overtly operatlonal and behavioral terms. And,
r.rhere

notions of meaning.(in particular rsynonyny') do not admit

of exacE reconstrucEion, the airn is to point out the

)

unwelcome

but unavoidable consequences for the standing of llnguistics

as

a discipline.
For Quine, the "sorry staEe of the theory of meaning" I (once
decached conceptually frour nntters properly of reference and naming)

boils dorrrr Eo problerns with the two renaining aspecEs of

meaninq:

what is it for a lingui.stic form to be significant (to have meaninq)
and what, it is for tvo linguistic
Ehe same meaning).

difficulty
Ehe

forrns to be synonymous (to have

2 The problern with meaning then becomes the

in explaining -- "preferably in terms of behavior" --

notions of significance and synonyny without appeal to a realn

I /laq?.1??\

l (i948:ll), (1951:48).
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of

shadorry and

irreducible intermediary entities called

meanings,

,.

shichr in any event give only the illusion of an explanation.
To these twin aspects

("offspring") of the problem of

l

meaning,

there correspond two areas of llnguistic inquiry: to the aspect
t

of significance, there ls che gran"n:riants task of devising
"a recursive definitlon of a class K of foi'tos which will comprise
all and only those sequences of phonemes which are in fact
)
significant". - To Ehe aspect of synonyuy corresponds the
lexicographer's task of correlating synonyms either in

one

language or between languages. But the -resPecti.ve tasks are

not really as distinct as night appear since, Quine suggests'
the granmarianrs concern wlch significance is a disgulsed concern
with synonyry. Ttris Ls because the gramaarian's Job is stated to
|'
involve the de'rrrcation of all and only the signlfi.cant sequences
of

I

phonemes

of the language, and the general definition of the

phoneoe, unfortunately, invokes saneness or difference of meaning.
And this, Quine concludes, is to invoke synonyrty:

subtly differenc sounds count as the same phoneme
unless it is possible, by purting one for the other it rr.,,
\-'
some utcerance, to change the meaning of the utterance.
Now the noti.on of phoneme, thus formulated, depends obviously and notoriously on the notion of sameness of
meaning, or synonymy. 3
Two

The stateEent of what the graumarian is about hence not only

requires Ehe notion of 'having meaningt but also iurplicates that
I

' (1948:12):"The problem of explaining these adjectives 'significant'
and'synonvmous'with some degree of clarity and rigor -- preferablv,
as I see it, in terms of behavior-- is as difficult as it is important.
But Ehe explanatory value of special and irreducible intermediary entities
ca1led meanings is surely i1lusory."
t (tttl:51).
- (1951:50). Foocnoce 2 cites Bloch and Trager (1942:38-52) and
Bloomfield (1933274-92) as linguistic authorities; see the discussion below
in S3.3. Quine's inference, Ehat recognition of sameness of meaning is
recognirion of synoflymy, rnay be questioned along lines suggested bv Hi2 (195a):
to sav EhaE !\./o sentences are paraphrases does noE imply Ehat there is some
tning thac chev boch express; see the discussion of paraphrase in C.:raoter 5 S3.

lr ln
IU

of tsameness of meaningt. Ttre grarnurarian

seems doubly compromised.

However, in order to pursrre further his rational reconstruction of

linguistic theory, drawing paral1els between the grarnrnarian and the
lexicographer, Quine indulges in "the unrealistic assumption" thac
2 One
some non-seuEntj.cal definition of the phoneme is at hand.

parallel is rhat each can accomplish cheir respective ends only
indirectly by enumerating the short or "atomi.c" forms and then
displaying how these systematically conbine to yield the longer

'

forms. A.more direct approach is impractical, if not impossible,
given the size of the respective classes to be reconstructed, and,

in this respect, Ehe grarnrnariants ent,erprise is, contrary Eo
standard assumptions, no more tformalt Ehan che lexicographerts:
By parity of reasoning, ic might also be maintained that the
lexicographer is doubly compromised since a necessary condition
for two forms t.o have the same meaning is that each has a meaning,
i.e., each is significanE.

(195f:51). Quine shows no aerareness here of
for phonemic distinctness proposed in Harris
in lacer writings he alludes to it, however
in the definition of Ehe phoneme he proposes

\
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the operational test

(1951:32-33), although

inaccurately, as implicit
in terms of "stimulus
meaning"; see (1959c:329-30), (L972:450) and cf. (L979:t30) and
(1981:44-45). On the limitations of the paired utrerance t.esr, see $3
below. Quine does refer here to Biihler's suggestions for a purely
acoustical definition of phonemes, Ehough not.ing that "there are
abundant reasons Eo suspect that neither this oversimplified account
nor anvthing remoEely resenbling it can possi.bly provide an adequat.e
definit,ion of the phoneme; and phonologisEs have not neglected to
adduce such reasons." The difficult,ies in achieving an acoustical
definition of the phoneme are more recently reviewed in Liberrnan and
Cooper (1972) who observe: "The segmentaEj.on of the acoustic signal
does not correspond to the phoneme segments; the acoustic cues for
particular phonemes are not, in general, Ehe same in different contexts;
anci the mosc important cues are sometimes among Ehe least prominent parts
oi the acousEic signal (331)."
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The invidious use of the word 'formal', to favor grarmar
as against lexicography, is- thus misleading. Both the
lexicographer and t,he grarnmari.an would sirnply list Ehe
membership
of the respective classes in which Ehey are
,
inEerested, were it not for the vastness, the infinitude
even, of che numbers involved. I

Another parallel is chat the class that each can be thought of
attempEing Eo formally reconstruct can itself

as

only be antecedently

characterized in Ehe unsavory idiom of meaninB, of 'significance'
L

and tsynonymyt:

Just as the gramarian needs over and above his formal
constructions a prior nocion of significanE sequence
for Ehe secting of his problem, so the lexicographer
needs a prior notion of synonymy for the setting of his.

.,

The required appeal Eo notlons of meaning in characterizing what

both the granmarian and the lexicographer are about, shows that
they "draw equally on our heritage from the old notion of meaning". 3
At t.his point, however, t,he parallelism comes to an end. For

3

alchough t,he statement, of the Eask of the grarnrnarian includes

a

compulsory reference to tsignificant sequencet, nonetheless Ehis notion is

describable withouc appeal to meanings as such, as denoting
any sequence which could be uttered in the society under
consideration wichout reacLions suggesEing bi.zarreness of
idiom. 4

Itl
g

Thac is, it is clainred t,hat, Ehe meaningful sequences of phonemes can
demarcated by the fact of their having clear correlates in the observable

- (1951:59).
I

.,

'iU:-a. Quine's use of 'formal'seems ambiguous between notions of
concatenaEion Eheory (though he nowhere defines the central notj-on
of "linguisti.c form") and the sense given as "purely formal, Ehat is,
free of semantics" (52). Lac.er he elaboraces upon the first sense
(1969d:328) :"The synE,actician's product is...a formal demarcaEion.
Bv this I mean EhaE it can be couched in a not.ation consisting onlv
of names of phonemes, a sign of concatenation, and the notations of 1oqic."

- (1951:60).
t (,ssl:5i).
1

LT2

behavior of language- users. In effect, this is to say that Ehe class

of significant

phoneme sequences

class of acceptable

K

is extensionally identical to the

phoneme sequences. Now

the "basic point of

vieqr" which Quine adopts has iE that "the class K is objectively

I
determinate before che granynatj.cal research ls begun"; th" grarmarian's
task is thac of reproducing fonually (t.e., in non-semanti.c terms)
and recursively, this class, of defining neeessary and sufficient

conditions for membership in this class. The objective Predetermination of K is a necessary requiremen! to ensure Ehat Ehe granrnariants
,
Surely, however, this
cask is an empirical and objective one.
SssumpEion seems

a rather strong one, for how can K be considered'robjective-

ly predet erninea'/fn advance of granmatical research? It appears
either that one must
D

assume

K is predeternined by considerations

of meaning (in which case Ehe grammarian's formal reconstruction of
K is reliant on meaning for its objectiviEy) or K is to be predetennined

in the purely behavioral terms of something like the "bizarreness
reacEions" Ehe granmarian is to use in forrnally reproducing X,
which is viciously circul.r.3

However, since Quine will

latet

^

t".,?

"aa"*Oa

to amend chis flaw in characterizing Ehe granmarian (see below), we will
r [-'a-Lfrom pursuing Ehe matter further here.
ry
BuE

there is also a large hurdle Eo be overcome in Quine's

aEEempE.ed

nechodological assimilation of a semanti.c property ('significance')

!o

I (tssl:51).
-I (1951:52):"(The gramrnarian) is an empirical sciencist, and his result
will be right or wrong according as he reproduces Ehat objectively
predecermined class K or some other."
3
- -\ sinilar point is made bv Swanson (1959) in criticizing generaEive
3rarnmar:"There is somet.hing curiously circular abouE a program Ehat
attempts Eo consEruct a grammar on Ehe basis of intuitions informed
b..' that verv granmar ( 13 I ) . "
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a .behavioral one (eliciting

"bizarreness reacEionstt)-- namely, the

clads K is stipulat,ed to contain all significant sequences, not only
Ehose observed

or even observable, but all which could occur:

What are wanted as significant sequences include not just
Ehose uttered but also those whi.ch could be uttered withouE reactions suggestj.ng bizarrenesfrTidiorn.
The joker
here is 'could'; re cannot substitute 'wi11r. The signifi-

cantsequencesrbeing subject to no length linit,
iEe in variety;.. . . I

are infin-

$depts will recognize this is the problem of 't.aking the inductive

step' from a closed corpus to the language as a whole vhich

Chornsky

has, on several occasions, recalled so troubled him as a student
and young worker in structural linguistics.
Ehe

o

'

Others may see here

setting of a "language acquisition device", the formal analogue

of the child language learner in the situaEion of the "povert,y of
D

t.he stirnulus".

3

What is wanEed is a characterization of what can

be in the language on the basis of what is observed to be in

Ehe

language. According to Quine, a soluEion can be found by appeal
notion of simplicity of theory:
I expect r^re must leave the tcouldt unreduced. It has some
operat.ional inport, indeed, buE only in a partial way. It
does require our grarnrnari.an Eo bring into his formal reconscruclion of K all of the actually observed cases,.... Now
whaE more does Ehe 'could' cover? What is t,he rationale
behind Ehat infinite addiEional menbership of K, over and
above the finiEe part...?
...Our basis for sayinq what
generally
be
consisE.s,
I suggest, in what is plus
'could'
simplicity of the laws whereby we describe and extrapolate
whac is. I see no more objective way of construing the
conditio irrealis.
4

Eo che

-i

/tqql.q?\

I

- I.g., Chomskv (1975a:30-31), (1979b: l15 and 131); llehta ( l97l:65) .
,l
- The "language acquisici.on device" analogue of the child language
learner is incroduced in Chomskv ( 1950) ; on the oriein and subsequent
roLe plaved by Ehis concept in generative grammar, see Levelt ( 1975) .
( ry)l:)J-)4).

LL4

In PML, Quine does not explicate or further indicace just

how

of sinplicity are to aid the grannnarian in recon"o.r"id"rrtions
structing K. However, some suggestive remrrks concerning sinplicity
are made in his "On

in which

PML

What.

There Is" (1948), reprlnted in the volurne

appears. In this essay Quine argues that choice of

ontology (conceptual scheme) is

similar in principle to our acceptance of a scientific
theoryr say a system of physics: we adopt, at least insofar as we are reasonabLe, the slmplest conceptual scheme
into which the disordered fragnents of rasr experience can
be fitted and arranged. 1
Despite the similarity betveen the respective use of simplicity

ionsideratlons in choice of theory and in choice of conceptual
scheme, it, appears to be Quine's intent to single out the employment

of simplicity in Ehe latter endeavor as inherenEly non-determinative.
For he subsequencly remarks:
But simplicity, as a guiding principle in constructing
concepcual schemes is not a clear and unambiguous idea;
and it is quite capable of presenting a double or multiple
sEandard.

2

As an illustration

of his point, Quine offers the example of the

count.erposing phenomenalistic and physicalistic conceptual schemes.

Simplicity here is of little
schemes

avail in determining which of these

is superior. The inplication is EhaE, as opposed to sinplicity

as a cricerion of cheory choice (e.g., choice of a "system of physics"),

it is perhaps not possible Eo invoke slmpliciEy as a criterion for
- (1948:15). The concext, of these remarks is chat of Quine's on-going
dialeccic with Carnap, in particular, with Carnapian toleration of
opposing linguistic frameworksl see also Chapter 5 $ I below. Davidson
(1974) has rebuked the assumpt,ion of "conceptual schemes" as a "Ehird
dogma of ernpiricism".
2 ( tg,rg: l7 ) .
I
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selecting

among

rival ontologies:

wtrich should prevail? Each has its ovm advantages; each
ihas i.ts special simplicity in its or^,n vtay' Each, I suggest,
deserves to be developed. Each may be said, indeed, to be
Ehe more fundamental, t,hough in differenE senses: the one
is epistemologically, the other physicall-y, fundamental. I

Sinplicity is a concePtual scheme-internal criterion; it provides
a means of choosing from among Eheories framed wlthin a given conceptual

scheme

or metatheory, whereas it is not an objective or

non-conventi.onal criterion on which to base a choice from among
opposing meEaEheories, conceptual schemes or ontologi"s'2
Ttre lexicographer, as wel1, "comes also to Eurn increasingly

to Ehat last refuge of all scientists, the appeal to internal
3 But,
Quine argues, the work
simplicity of his growing system".
of the lexicographer -- unlike that of the granmarian -- cannot
even be described wit.hout i.nvoking one of the noCions of the theorv
of meaning, vLz., Ehat of synonymy. Though the lexicographer para1le1s
Ehe grammarian in ostensibly being concerned with linguistic forms,
his particular task is the correlation of forms Ehat are

svrlonymous '

The problem is: How can the lexicographer legitimately speak of
synonymy given

the difficulties,

previously surveyed in "Two Dogmas

of Empiricism", encountered i'n trying to define 'synonymy'?

4

I (1948:17).
)

Similarly, Goodman's ( 195 I :50ff) "formal simplicity of bases" is
an explicitly system-internal criterion; see Che discussion in $3 below'
(1951:63).

+

"Two Dogmas" is the immediately preceding essay Eo PUL in Quine (1953)'
The discussion Ehere undertook to show Ehat the question of whaE is
preserved under substitution of Synonyms has no ready answer: interchangeability salva veritaEe is Coo weak for synonymy in purely es-

non-extensional languages, specifyine
t.ensional fang,t"S,TiTlE-for
of synonvms is held to circularlv
preserved
substituCion
under
what is
of
sYnonymy.
E.he
notion
i.nvolve
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A provisional and pragrnatic resolution to the practical task

of c.orrelating synonyns might lie in turning aErention away from thinking
of synonymy solely in terns of interchangeabllity of short fo:ms ('words')-si.nce the question of salva gg? cannot be answered -- to a "recreat

t.o longer segments of discourse".
We may

Thus

continue to characEerize the lexicographer's

domain squarely as synonymy, but only by recognizing
synonFny as prinarily a relation of sufficiently long
segmenEs of discourse. I

SEill, even as amended by consideration only of forms which "are
long enough to be precty clean-cut about t,heir synonymy connectionsrr,

the notion of synonyny renains lntractable.

For it remains doubtful

t,hat it, makes sense, even in principle, to Ehink of pairs of linguiscic
forms relaEed by a relation of

2

"yrrorryrr.
We saw above Ehat the objectivity of the grarnurarian's enterprise

is assumed to require that the class K of significant sequences
somehow

be

predetermined: this amounts -- we observed above --either to

a vici.ous circularity

or to a hidden reliance on meaning.

The

obviously corresponding move for the lexicographer is to assume a predetermined class of synonymously pai.red expressions, call iE M, between, s3y,

English and Kalaba. The lexicographer's efforts could Ehen be objectively
assessed by ascertaining the success with which he formally reproduces

)1, correlat,ing utterances wit.h situaEions of ucterance, bv reCreating
Eo longer segment,s of discourse, etc.
Ehus compleCing trte para1le1

t

What prevenEs making

this

move,

with the grarumarian? Quinets answer is:

(rgs1:58).

- (I951:60):"...I wanc Eo scress what. a baffling problem this remaining
problem ot svnonl'mv, even relaEively clean-cuE and well-behaved synonvmv,is."

LL7

linguistic relat,ivity,

notion that "there is no separating

Ehe

language from che rest of t,he wor1d, at least as conceived by

the speaker" -- a notion for which Quine cites the authority of
Cassirer and Whorf. An objective predetetmination of M cannot
be legiEinately assr:med since

It is not clear even in principle Ehat it makes sense to
think of words and syntax as varying fron language to
language while Ehe content stays fixed; yet precisely
this fiction is involved in speaking of synonymy. I
Unlike the situation in which t,he grauunarian is involved, for the
lexicographer there is no fact of the matter, nothing to be right

or rrrong about:
In the case of t,he ibxicon, pending some deflnition of
,)
synonymy, we have no statemenE of the problern; we have
nothing for Ehe lexicographer to be right or wrong about. -

'

The indecerminism lurking in Ehe lexicographer's PaEh arises

t

from Quine's concention that -- eomparable Eo Ehe gramnarian -Ehere is no "objecEively predetermined" pairing of synonyms,

even in principle.

And, though Quine does not explicitly

this inference, in as

much

as Ehe granmarian is wedded to

draw
a

definiEion of 'phoneme' which invokes synonymy, indetermini.sm
lurks here as well.

And in contrast to the celebrated argument

for indecerminacy presented in l.Iord and Object, the argument
P)IL does noE proceed from

j.n

lhe assertion of che inability of the

native's observable disposiEions Eo verbal behavior -- che only
admissible class of evidence -- Eo uniquely specif)/ synonvmy pairings
I / I Oq I
\LJJL.VL/.

2

.A

I\

(1951:63).
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(a.k.a. a "Eranslation manual"). According to

PML, what counts

as an objective standard of lexicographic success -- a canonical
i

lisc of

synonym

pairs -- is probably (i.e., pending r definition

of synonyny) a figment of the lexicographic iuragination. It

seems

to follow t.hat either lexicography is inpossible (a posltion refuted
by the fact that lexj.cography, for better and for worse, exi.sts),
or that lexicographers are deceiving themsel,ves about the scientific
standing of cheir ent,erprise, since there is nothing to be rea11y

ri.ght or nrong abouE.
It goes beyond the confines of our discussion Eo show in
decail how the
E,he famous

PML argument

for indeterminacy i.s refurbished in

chapcer two of Word and Object (I\rO). Yet we may call

atEent,ion to three points of contact. The first

I

is that the

lexicographer is transposed into a "field linguist't doing "radical

translation" between a language hitherto completely unkncwn and
English. This change signals a heighEened concern t,hat 'hidden'
(i.e., not identifiable by observable "dispositj.ons to overt behavior",
hence, "subjective") considerations of meaning do not intrude or

play a role j-n frarning Ehe field linguist's "analytical hypotheses"
pairing expressions of the jungle language with expressions of English.

I

- Of what avail to Ehe linguist is familiarity with the native Eongue?
C1early, a good dea1. Quine's Gedankenexperiment of "radical translat.ion" not only post,ulates no a priori familiarity vrith the investigated
language, but seems also to proscribe Ehat the linguist acquires an1'
ensuing understanding as may be reasonably expected in an actual
sicuation. To be sure, Ehe field linguist is allowed to adopt convenEions oi simplicity, but these must be sharply distinguished as noE
involvi.ng any knowledge of meaning in order Eo preserve the integriEv
of che cenEral Eheoretical notion of "sEimulus meaninq". Ti',is view
of che field linguist (akin co that of a "formal learning device") is
certainlv unrealisEic (Cf. HockeEt. (1955:.L47)' who notes thar it is
necessarv "Ehe analyst...Eo some exlent learn the language with which
he is working") . How reasonable ic is may be gauged by the pertinence
of 0uine's raEional reconsEruction to t,he actual praetice of writing
'|

grammars.

I19

Second, the task of the gramrnarian is complecel.y put aside in

W0

and che problematic status of the phoneme is not even mentioned.

I

Indelerrninacy is adduced, as in the earlier paPer, only regarding
consj.derations of tsynonymyt and not over chose of tsignificancet

(or well-forrnedness). FinaLly,

Ehe vague suggestion

in

PML

that

an account of synonymy mighc be attempted in behavioral cerms,

correlaEing sameness of utterance with sameness of situation

of utterance, is in

WO

developed inco the cenEral theoretical

notion of "sEimulus meaning". The stimulus meaning of a sentence
is identified wich the set, of stimulations of a native

speaker's

nerve endings which woyld either prompc assent (sameness of stimulus
meaning, i.e.,

"stimulus synonymy") or dissent to the linguist's
a

uEEerance Of

I

the sent.ence in question.

The doctrine of indeterrninacv

therefore has two parts: that the cot.alitv of dispositions to

speech

behavior, as Ehese can be assessed bv establishing correlations
assenE and

between

dissent reactions to uEterances and the native speaker's

sensory stimulationsni.n principle do noE suffice to establish

a

uniquelv correct translation between English and the jungle languaee
(e-rE;

since indeterminacy is held to arise in the "home"

to determine uniquely correct pairings of

language.,

svnon-v-ms among

expressicrs

The t.runcated discussi.on of rhe phoneme (89-90) is rarher surprisinq.
alluding to none of the problems broached in plll.

(1960:34): "The'stimulus meaning of a sentence for a subject sums up
his disposiEi.ons to assenE to or dissent from the sencence in response
Eo present sEimulaEit-'n." As Quj.ne rater acknowledges (1969b:3Il), the
noEion of scimulus meaning requires Ehe prior notions of assent and
dissenc to be behaviorally specified; however, somewhat puzzlinely,
he chen urges that the behavioral identification of assent and dissent
incroduces an "inj.tial indeEerminacy" which "carries over into the ideneification of the stimulus rneanings." No argument is provided Eo show
chaE che behavioral identification of assent and dissenE is indeterminaEe' as opposed to merely underdetermined, by observable reswilE.
-
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of a single language), and secondly, that the totality of

speech

dispositions, as "sumred uptt in terms of stimulus meanings, is the
sole source of admissiSle evidence concerning translational correctI

ness.

In fact, it is only

some

years later, in the course of

an

with Chonsky,'that Qufne returrrs to a consideration of
grarnmarian's classical task". 2 Speaking now of the "we11-

exchange

"t.he

formed" sequences, rather than of the ttsignificant" ones, the
grammarian, according to Quine, faces the problem of "demarcating,
I
recursively and in foraal (i.e., non-sen.nticlterms, the infinite

I
phonemes

t,otality of the well-formed strings of
of the chosen
language". - But, puttlng. the m:lEter in quite this way, Quine
now

allows, illegitimately

"presupposes some prior behavioral

standard of what, in general Eo aspire to include under the
head of well-formed strings for a given conmunity." That is,

the "objecEi.ve predeterminationt' of the class K caq no longer
be invoked; lacking such, Ehe gramtrarian would appear Eo be

in the

same

boat as Ehe lexlcographer, wiE.hout an objective

criterion or st,andard of success. As before, behavioral data
provide some headway for a corpus of test sentences but,

as

before, the problem arises of how behavioral daca can be the
criEerion for

E.he well-formedness of an infinite

seE of sentence

f.
sa$

(1960272)."There can be no doubt that rival systems of analytical
hypocheses can fit the tocality of speech behavior to perfection,
and can fit the totality of dispositions to speech behavior as wel1,
and sti11 specify mutually incompatible translations of countless
senEences insusceptible of independenE contro1." Also, "sti.mulus
meaning...may be properly looked upon...as che objective reality
that the linguist has t,o probe when he undertakes radical Eranslation(39)."
2
J

Quine
(

( 1972) .

l97l:445)

.

L2L

The meEhodology urged on the gramtrarian in PML is now rejected as

unworkable - since it does not provide allowance for obviously
'|

well-formed sequences such as Carnap's This stone is thinking
about vienna

' (o, chorusky'" aororr""" ilu-"

"r..0 ,rrtro.r"tr,

see below)which do or may evoke reactions of bizarreness of idiom
from nat,i.ve speaker infotmants. Hence Quine no longer speaks of

the grarunrian as concerned with the neaningful- ('significant')
sequences, but of his eoncern with those Ehat are well-formed.

Ihis requires "a more realistic characEerization of the
graruariants classical task", a

"somewhaE

melancholy version"

?

which is "an open-ended o-ne".- Since there is "no prior behavioral

citerion for well-formedness", Ehe granmarian has only
sufficient behavioral conditi.ons. SErings heard
from natives count as welL-formed, at least provisionally.
So do sentences which, when trj.ed on an informant, elicit
casual and unbewildered responses. What I then picture
Ehe grauurarian as doing is to devise as sinple and formal
recursion as he can which takes in all these comfortably
well-formed strings and excludes all strings that would
bring really erscessive bizarreness reactions. He rounds
out and rounds off his daga. Sometimes of course he will
even rejecE a heard string as llI-formed, thus rejecEing
a datum, if he can appreciably sirnplify his system in so
doing; buc it r"lould be regretable to do much of this. 4
some

(L972:445):"Passive observation of chance utterances is a
beginni-ng. The granrmarian can extrapolat,e this corpus by
analogical construction, and he can test these conjectures on
an informant to see if they elicit a manifestacion of bewildermenE. But, of course the sramnarian seEtles for no such
criEerion. "
2

Carnap (1937:5):"This stone j.s now thinking about Vienna."

3

(197 2:445-,+46) .

+

i!r4.
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We

are perhaps entitled

Eo wonder

just how different t.his account

is from Che earlier one Quine intends to modify, for it turns

upon

i

spelling out in

some

non-question begging terms the operational

significance of "sufficient behavioral conditions" and "really
excessive bizarreness reactionstt. But we can readily accept
Quine's emendation that iE is unwarranted to suPPose the class

of well-formed sequences is "objectively predetermined".

K

Thus

Quine can atEempt to restore the parallelisro with the lexicographer,

arguing thaE there ls no sense to be made of speaking of a uniquely
correcE gramuatical theory. This argument (directed against

.:

D

Choursky)

proceeds from a consideratLon of the distinction between the notions

of ."fitEing" and ttguidingtt, i.€., between a rule or rule system
correcEly describing (fitting) some domain of behavtor and
the behavior in question being guided by these rules.

0f course'

behavior can fit, or be in conformity with rules or rule systems

of ostensibly very different kinds, €.8., a dynamical system may
be alEernat,ively and equivalently characterized by either the
equaElons of Lagrange or those of Harni.lton' Ehe difference being

I
merely a maEter of convenience for t.he Purpose at hand.
of "inEernali.zed graufirars", however,

Chomsky

Tn speaking

has it that the granrnarian

seeks rules which are uni.quely correcE because chey are alleged to

guide or oEherwise be "involved in" the production of the relevant

'I 8.g., Yourgrau and llandelstam (1968:43):"For the actual solution of
problems, Ehe equati.ons of Lagrange are more convenient Ehan those
of HamilE.on, since Ehe f irst step in integrating HarnilEon's equati.ons
would amount to reducing their number by half, an operat.ion which rvoul-d
lead us back eo our original Lagrange equations. In purelv Eheoreclcal
inouj.ries, on the other hand, Hamilton's equaEions are ofcen more user-ul."

I ??

linguistic behavior.l Thus the difference between 'fitting'

and

'guiding' seems to be one between correct and uniquely correct
graiunatical rules.
Quine poses the fitting

and guiding issue in che form of asking

whether there is a principled and non-conventional (i.e.,

not having

to do wiEh "simplicity" or "convenience" 2) r""n" of choosing

among

exte+siona1ly equivalent. graurars. Now two gratrmars are extensionally

equivalent iff boch "determine, recursively, the same infinite set
of well-formed (e.g.) English sentences". 3 ,r, this regard, bot.h
gramrars fit

the behavior of all native speakers of English; in

this lies the criterion of cheir correctness. But, we nay well
quest,ion whether Quine ii now entitled to phrase the problem in

quite Ehese terms. After al-l, he has nade a lavish point of
D

establishing there is "no prior behavioral criterion for wellformedness", yet sEipulaEing extensional equivalence of grammars

over the admj-Etedly infinite

set of well-formed English

sent,ences

would appear to involve just such an assumption. Moreover, Quine
speaks of the infinite

set of well-forroed English sent,ences,

whereas

iE is quite unclear that the seE of sentences of any language is
well-defined by acceptability or behavioral criteria:

what is well-

defined are the sentences charact,erj-zed (tgeneratedt, taccepcedt) by

gr"rr".. 4 In Ehus r:tri*E*treproblern of choice
t4

a part,icul.t
I
2

See

the discussion at t,he end of Chapcer 4

(1972:45 I ) .
(19722442).

t

See

the discussion in Chapter 4

52.

$1

and $3 passim.

f+€n<
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empiricatly equivalent gra'rmars as 'e#t:"r*";l""rng f rom
extensionally equivalent grammrrs, Quine appears to be srnuggling

among

in conEroversial assumptions that amount to stacking the deck
against his oppon.nt.l
But further, the behavior which the two extensionally
equivalenE grannars "fit"

is behavior of a particular kind i.e.,

of "the nativers di.spositions to behave in obsenrable
ways in observable circumslances". 2 The choice between the tlro,
some subset

if Ehere is one to be made, is therefore Eo be based on a difference
between the respective dispositions Eo behavior to which the two

t,heories are linked. Such a difference, S hypothesi, is not to

':
be found among dispositions aEtesEing to well-formedness since in

this consists che clain of extensional equivalence. So, choice
among

extensi.onally equivalent gramnars must be based

upon

differences in dispositions Eo other sorts of behavior.

IE

remains to be determined just what is or are the other kinds of

behavior in which the gratrDarian seeks t,o ground his cholce. Quine
NO

EES :

It could be a question of dispositions to make or accept
certain transformations and not others; or certain inferences and not. ot,hers. 3
- A reasonable requirement for any grarunar is ehat iE parsimoniously
(i.e., avoiding "class cleavage") accounE for the range of distribution of an element, showing Ehe "!he same" linguistic form can
occur in apparently different gramoati.cal environments. As we show
in Chapter 5 $3, a transformational treatment may involve extending
Ehe set of sentences of the language t,o include "regularized" or
"regularizing" sentences which can not be considered as attesced
sentences of che language but must be considered "grarunatj.callv possible".
The claim of escensional equlvalence seems therefore vastlv misleadine.
l ( 1972:44t) .
I

3

t-D

lo

.
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4

However, Quine does not pursue this suggestion, preferring instead
Eo consider an "unimaginative suggestion"

of non-uniqueness: "ask the natives".l

for resolving the question

For it is often supposed

that native responses can provide a principled
becween

means

of choosing

alternative grarrlnatical proposal-s. Wtrich responses are

these? This Quine does not say, save to remind us again that
"it could be a matter of dispositions to make or accept certain
2 But the notion of asking the
transformaEions or inferer.ces".
natives provides an occasion to "take off on a tangent, leaving
at last this whole question of a native bias toward one of
extensionally equivalent',gramnars". This tangent is
faniliar attack on

Ewo

Ehe

synonymy:

The unimaginatlve suggestion was: ask tire natives. The
same question and t,he same warped circle or one very
much like i!, are edcountered from time to tirne in
semantics. People like me challenge t,he notion of
synonymy and ask for a criterion. Wtrat is synonymy?

D

How do you t,el1 whether two expressions are synonymous?
Ask the naEives. 3

We

have been led to expect an argument to the effect that the

grarrunarian, like Ehe lexicographer - field linguist,

runs

up

against, the wall of t'no fact of the mattertr. But no such
argument is forthcoming. At the crucial juncture where it is
incumbent. upon Quine Eo attempc co show Ehat

the choice

among

competing gramnars is indeterminate with respect to some specified

class of relevant behavioral evidence, just as he provided such an
argument in I'lO Ehat the permissible behavioral evidence ("stimulus

I

)

(1972:448)
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meaning") shoqrs there is "no tact of the nattertt regarding ehoice
among

rival and incompatible "analytical hypotheses" and "translatlon

manuals", Quine is unwilling to even be definite as to what this

class of relevant behavioral evidence

may

be. And not specifying

such a class, no argument is presented thaE, with respect to it,

there is

"no facE of the matter" on which to base a choice among othentise
equivalent gramilars. Quine has siruply failed to provide an argument

thar indeterminacy aff licts the

gramnarian.

2*VG)E-"ithe;

proposed that the characterization of the granmarianfs Eask needs

be revised to include a concern with synonymy where, to be sure,

t,o

he

has an indeterminacy argument lying in wait,. The most that can be

:'
(charitably, in the light of the tendentious assumPtions in Quine's

argument, noted above) gathered from Quine's account. is that choice
among competing grarmars

is underdetermined with respect to

one

class of evidence, Ehe native's disposiEions aEtesEing to the
well-forsredness of particular strings. But indeEerminacy is,
Quine hirnself has urged, additional and not reducible to underdetermj.na-

Eion of theory by evidence. t

,r, order to establish the existence

of indeterminacy, Quine requi.res a furt.her steP, analogous to
rnade

E.hat

in trlo in the case of the field l-inguist's key notion of "stimulus

meaning", namely, that there is no oEher legitimate objective means of

evidencing t,he notion (here, well-formedness, in I.lO, synonymy) in

quescion. Only

E,hen

would Quine have an argument Ehat there is

"no fact of che matter" regarding choice of

grarnmars.

,l

' E.g.. (1950:75):")lay we conclude that Eranslational synonymy at its
',rorsE i.s no hrorse of f than truEh in phvsics? To be thus reassured
rr
is

:,r

briefly

L,,E -.rr11a1
yerdr4E!. See especiallv
----oe rho
in Chapter 5 Sl below.

riqirrri

(

his (1970a), discussed
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Though Quine has

not

shown how indeterminacy

afflicts

the

grarrynrsisn in his task of demarcating the well-formed sequences

of a language, the prospects for linguistics are nonetheless sEi1l
viewed dirnly since it is held that there is, in principle, "no fact

of the r"Etst" regarding Ehe other fundamental task of linguistics'
thag of determining whether two exPressions are synonyms, that is'
have the same meaning. For Quine requires that the only objective

evidence (hence the only adnissible evidence) for correcEness in

positing synonyn pairings i.s obsenrable behavioral evidence of
an explicit and highly restricted kind, of dispositions to assent

to or dissent from test, utterances in response to Present sensory
stirnulation. And even alL possible evidence of this kind,

,'

Quine

uraintains, does and cannot suffice to establish uniqully correct
Eranslations or synonym pairings. Ilence indeterminacy of translation.
We may

marvel at just how tightly woven is the net Quine

has

casr in seEting up indeterminacy with respect to alL possible (adr.rissible)
observational evidence. Overlooking for the momentlthe by-now familiar
objeccions which may be raised as Eo the legitimacy of restricting
evidence in Ehe manner Quine denands, another, more conceptual, objecEion
may be

raised. For Quiners indetermi.nacy doctrine reveals a tendency,

especially percept.ible in the earliest. version of the argument in

PllL

where the cencral notion of "stimulus meaning" is not Eo be found, to

be taken as following merely from the denial, based upon linguistic

I S." the concluding paragraph of this chapter and Chapter 5

51.
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relativity,

of essentialist views of meaning held by "mentalist

serumtics". This argument seems to hold that the fact of linsuistic

relativity refuces r{.t#"

*rrrr€:Fqaoubt/upon

uncritical notion, institutionalized

a lingering

and

alnost beyond awareness in our

everyday talk about neaning and deriving frorn a naiveJ-y essentialist
rnetaphysics of cormon sense,#Jnere

of expressions according

ao

is a gn-]que.ly correct pairing

f,n.rr common r""nlr* But from this,

Quine concludes not only that there is no unique pairing of expressions

but as well that there is "no fact of

Ehb

tratter" regarding

such

pairings. \ This certalnly is to conclude too much. There seems to be
rio reason to single out fingui.st,ics on the grounds Ehat there uninrrelw
correct Eheories are not, in principle, attainable, especially since
.
{A*^t^
- ) (nor
presumably would
becnlrnaael
to make one)
errinJTcare

T_case)lis

t,hat uniquely correct. theories can be attained ann^rhere in science.
t'rndetermi.nacytt or ttno fact of Ehe matEertt
does not follow from tne
&ltU#
'r' ad'-$)
C":{\-- uni{uely
non-exist-ncelof
correct theori.es.

#

To be sure, if there i s a residual belief in the existence of unicuelv
*-

correct theories, it is undoubtedly laced with vestiges of essenEialism,
an essentialisrn from which the fadvancedt sciences have, slowly

in fics and starts, labored over ttutny cencuries Eo extricate

and

Ehemselves.

ihe considerable success they have t.hus achieved in these efforts indeed
I

This is not to say Ehat, though being good fallibilists,
scientists
believe even in the cruth of a part,icular theory. But presumablv
few would care to be idencified with Ehe claim Ehat a Eheory is uniquely
crue in the timeless sense characteristic of essentialisrn.

mav noc
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comprises,in large measure, the grounds for their standing as tadvanced'
sciences. Yeujironically, to promulgate a doctrine of indeterminacy

in lingui.stics as a caution against age-old essentialist views of

meaning,

perhaps falls prey to the very essentialisn it purports to eradicate.
If ttdeterminacytt and tthaving a fact of the nattertt in linguistics are

to be understood, per inpossible, only as construed by the "myth of
the museum", the doctrine of indecerminacy amounts to nothing more than
a rejection of the essenEialist myth of a uniquely correct theory.
if taken as demonstrating that in linguistics there is "no fact
of the mrEter" in the sense in which there is a ttfact of the Eatter"
BuE

ln physical theories abotit, Say, the electron, theri the doctrine of
indeterminacy is curiously tantamount to assessing linguistics from

the forbidden perspective of essentialisrn. I Aooth.r, and preferable,
avenue of attack on ttnentali.st semantics" is Eo abandon talk of indeterminacy altogether, recogni,zi:ng that aii iq tggolrejection

-6L-

r "r"."ii.ri*l

requires a thorough housecleaning of the conceptual terrain it

-)

has

so stubbornly and lastingly occupied. And this means severing the
not,ion of rdeterminacy'or'fact of the matter'from their tired

essentialist
I

mooring.

2

^

Yffi;r'^f'l';'

+;)

,.r>F_.

--"---

'Michael Gottfrj-ed has remi.nded me t,haE Putnam (1974a) presents an
argumenE which eventuaEes in a similar conclusion, that Quiners
(in at least one sense of 'Quine') indeterminacy argument, being
conventionalist in characEer, has the form of an essentiarist
TIn earticui€r, 'tnegarive essenrialist" (227)) claim.
')
- See Chaprer 5 S 1.
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3.3 LSLT: A Metagranmrtical
Grautrnrs.

roach to the Justification of Fornal

central concern and pri.mary motivation for LSLT 1ies.
in considering the problem of theory (i.e., graunar) choice in

linguistics-

T'lre

For there are particular difficulti.es

must face in justifying

graurnrars. These difficulties

which linguistics

are of

two

kinds. on the one hand, granypars are required to have no semantic
terms among Ehei.r primitives; in this sense, they are to be formal
theories. on the other hand, gramnars are theories of ',inEuitions
of linguistic form" (which are mistakenly thought of as semantic).
Now

a theory is justlfied

by relating it co data and the empirical

data of gramnars are the native speakerfs "intuitions of linguistic
form". A grarnmar is accounted empirically adequate if it is in
accord lrith these data. As such, it may be said Eo meet the criterion
of trexternal adequacy".I But because of ,,Ehe nature of the data',2 ,o,
gramnars, which have irnplications extending beyond any given corpus

of sentences, a problem appears in selecting a particular
from among others, each equally empirically adequate:

granuinar

l'le-..face Ehe problem of choosing among the vast number
of differenc gramnars, each giving a different structure,
and all meeting these vague and incornplete external criteria.
The special problem Ehat the linguist faces in justifying

a

3

gramnar

is, Ehen' that there is ostensibly no non-conventional basis upon which
to choose one of Ehese rrexternally adequate" granunars as presenting the
(1955a:I-10/ll). The requirement of "exrernal adequacy" holds
chat
"the generated sent,ences be acceptable to the native speaker,
that
che elements of che language as constructed in the grammar
have cert.ain observable correlates, etc. (f-I l) .,'
l (i-10);
see furrher below.
J

(r-rl).
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struccure of a given language. It is precisely this problem that
LSLTi

proposes to address:

This is the facet of the probleu of justification which is
most interesEing at the present st.age of linguistic research,
and to which we will devote out prinery attenti.on in thi.s
study. I

However, since "ne can scarcely describe a language at all,
excepE

in terms of

some

previously

assumed

theory of linguistic

,,

structure"r- a conceptual solution to the problem of choosing

a

particular granrn'r can be found in the requirement Ehat enpirically
equivalent granrners be comparable according to ttint,ernaltt criteria.
Thj.s is to require that tttey be couched in t,he terms of a general

theory of language structure, a Eetagraurar. The grauunarian is Eherefore
necessarily engaged in a two-fold program of linguistic research, of

)

construcEing a general theory and of constructing particular gt"rn*.rr.3
These goals are interdependent and one cannot be pursued without reference

to the other, though the apparent circulariEy of this characEerization of
the goals of linguistic

theory is not vicious.

At any stage of research,

a non-circular account can be gi.ven, presenting the general theory as
absEract formal system and showing how each particular grannar is

an

exemplification of the general theory.O Th" adequacy of the general
t,heory depends on t.he demonsEration that, all the grammars co which

it leads are empirically adequace; thus an "indispensible aspecE,
of validating a

graurrnar

-I (I955a:I-ll).
2 \L-t/6).
,_ -,^,
2

(r-6) ano (r-qu).
{ t-xl

of a particul-ar language is the construction,

an

LJL

in Eerms of a coumon general theory, of empirically adequate gra[mars
,,
i.n other languages. ' Accordingly, there are two factors necessari 1y
involved in the validation of a grattnnr of a language, anrrextenilal" and an

"internal" aspect, and it is the second which plays the decisive role in
selecting a eorrect gramnar:
(T)here are two factors involved in deteruining the validity
of a grant-ar, the necessity to meet the external conditions
of adequacy, and to conform to the general theory. The fi.rst
factor cannot be elininated, or there are no restrainEs whatsoever on gralumar construction; the siuplest gralmar for L
will sinply identify a granmatlcal sentence in L as any phone
sequence. Elinination of the second factor leaves us free to
choose at will among a vast number of mutually conflicting
grau[urrs.

.

The problem of justificaEion is Eherefore intirnately tied up with the

relation of a

gratt"mar t,o

iEs metagramar.

There are, however, various ways in which this relationship can

D

be

construed. For it may be required that Ehe general theory provide "a

practical means for literally

constructing the (particular) grannar out

of the raw daEa". This is a requirement (see Chapter 2 $4) that

Ehe

granuurr of a particular language be mechanically derivable from the

application of the general cheory Eo a sufficiently

large corpus, without

any knowledge of the language on Ehe part of the linguist,

and indeed,

even without any ingenuity:
LeE us call such a theory procedural. Thus given a sufficient

corpus, a procedural theory will lead us directly to a grasmatical description of t,he language, requiring, in principle, no
ingenui.ty or intuition on Ehe part of the linguist. A procedural
Eheorlr gives what rnight be called a 'praeti.cal discovery proceduret for grammars. 3

L (ry))a:I-rr).
,,^__
-

,l

(li

r-r-,r )\

.
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Or, che relation of t,he general theory to a particular gramrar

may

.be oonceived along somewhat weaker li.nes than that of a literal

discovery procedure. For example, it may only be required

that given a grauunar, the t,heory must provide a practical
mechanical way of validating it, i.e., of sh-owing that it,
is'in fact the best grannar of the language. I
As an example of t,his latter view, Chomsky cites Harris' Methods
7
in Structural Linguistics. - There is yet a still

weaker construal

of the relaEion between the general theory and a particular grannar,
namely,.that
che (general) theory provide a method of evaluating any
proposed gratrmar, so that, glven tlro proposed grarmars,
there would be a practical and mechanical way for determining which is the better of the two. 3

:

This last is the approach to be followed in LSLT. It is,

Chomsky

observes, though Ehe weakest of the Ehree approaches to justification
surve_.red,

sti11 far too scrong

a. requirement to.impose upon

natural science. But such is required in linguistics,

theories

"given

Ehe

i.n

nature of the d.ata"

(T)his last is sEill a strong requirement, much stronger
than those i.mposed in natural science, where no one would
seriously consider the possibility of a general, practical,
mechanical method for deciding between two theories, each
compatible with the availabl-e evidence. But in linguistics,
given the nature of the data, j.t seems nat,ural thaE our
sights should be set at least that high. 4
I
')

J

t

( 1955a:

I-9)

.

ibid.,"This would seem to be the proper interpret.ation for the kind of
cheory that Harris is interested in building in his Methods of(sic)
SEructural Linguistics". Thus LSLT presencs a differffielsment
of
E,his work thaE Ehat in Ehe celebraEed argument against "mechanical
discovery procedures" in SynEactic Structures; see Chapter 2 54.
(

r-.10)

Lb_rg.

.
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Wtrat

are the practical inplications of this view of the

relat,ionship between the general theory of language structure

particular granilnars for the justificatlon

and

of gram"'rrs? Most promin-

ently, it implies chat a purely fornal statement of the obse:rrable
distribution of elenents in a corpus does not suffice to justifiy
setting up Ehese part,icular elemenEs in the gramar and not others.
Any disparate set of linguisEic forms can be gathered under a particular

heading by listing

as we can find". I

and "listing

is as precise and formal procedure

The statement that an elenent has such and such

a formal property (distribution) is legitinate
'

I

but not...as an objective means for setting up these
elements in che first place, or as a significant and
objective fonnal means of demonstrating that these
and not other elements should be constructed. 2

Every element will have some formal property, but to define the element

in terms of a particular fotmal property fails to address the issue of
why this property was chosen as criEerial. 3 th" justification of a
3

grannar requires more Ehan that its elements are constructed by formal

(i.e.,

distributional)

procedures and consequenEly, merely distribuEional

procedures "give no support to the program of developing an objective
$i

operat,ional linguistics".

I

(tgssr:T-13/4)

- (r-14).
-? (r-15).
f

ibid.

and

4 Accordingly, Ehere is but one wav in which
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t,he characterization of elements of a granrnAr can meet. the

criteria posed for its validation.

And this is to ask:

in accordance with what general theory are the elements
in quesEion seE up? Is this theory a rigorously constructed one, framed in t,erns of clear and applicable
noti.ons? Can this theory be applied to other Languages
giving sati.sfactory results? 1
Noceworthv in Ehis earlier version of the argument against

4

discovery procedures" (MDPs), as opposed Eo
so-called'fechanical
I
Ehe more

faniliar rendition in Syntactlc Structures, is a significant

shift in emphasis underlying the charge that

MDPs

are too strong

a requirement to place on theory (gramar) construction.
recal1 fron
that

MDPs

Chap

tet 2 $4 that in Svntactic Structures

We may

Chomsky argued

were u*rorkable, that they involve more and more complex

analyti.c procedures which fail to answer "many imporcant questions
about t.he nature of language structure".2

B,.ra

here the argument has

*
focus instead on the insufficiency ofpistributional

-t

provide a basis for the justification

a

procedures to

of granmars. WiEh these

a new and, to our knowledge, unant,ici.pated perspective enters

remarks

t.he

discussion of linguj-sti.c meEatheory, that the justi.fication of grammars
<l"rx
fundamentally requireS^the construction of granmars of particular
languages be constrained by an expliciEl:r formulated metagrammar or

general t.heory of language structure, and not merely by a particular
rnechodology-or Ehe (implicit)

claim of che general applicability of

a set of proced.rt."Oao arbiErary languages. The rationale t-or Ehe ner,r

I

2

( 1955a:

I-15)

.

(ry)/ai)J).

1

' E.g., behaviorism or operaEionalism.
I

-\s in Harris (195la).

l.

requirement is clearly stated: it is forced upon the grarnmarian by

"!he nature of the datarr he seeks Eo account for,

Ehe open-ended

ability of speakers Eo recognize 'newt word sequences as belonging
or not to Ehe language in a manner which is reasonably uniform from
speaker Eo speaker. As we sart in Chapter 2 56 above, the issue of
much subsequent historil?,arr(."
'
itr
ography of linguistics has it) ex3cllf absent fron the discussions

the predictiveness of

granrmars rtas

e'x'^c'

of linguistic metatheory of structural and anthropological linguistics.
And other linguists had previously art,iculated a goal for linguist,ic

I
theory to te an axiomatie grarmar of the sentences of a lang'.r"g"

qr had writEen of "operat-ional paral1els" between the linguist's task
in constructing a grarunar of a language and the ability of speakers to
rprojectr from their previous lingui.stie experience Eo new utterances.
The decisive point posed in Ehe discussion here is that such grarnmars

cannot be considered adequately justified

sirnply on the grounds that

their elemenEs are set up according to distributional criteria.

For

the question is not faced of why t.hese element,s, and noE others which
equally justified on distributional grounds, were "ho".n.'
Reasons for proceeding in one way rat,her Ehan another must. be recog-

rnighE be

nized and explicitly

stated; the testability

of grarmars (as might

be determined by submitti.ng tnewr utterances t.o analysis) inherentlv
?

depends on

this. The argument against llDPs in Chonsky (1957a),- whj.ch attacks

i See also Chapter 5
53 below.

:

0f courSe, in a program ior rvhich Semangic noEi.ons are "irrelevant",
c.here is no scope allowed for the view (Harris (l95la:i88); see Chapter
3 S3 above) rhac disrribucional regularities are sought which establish
"elernenEs which will correlate wich meanings".
Chapcer 2 54.

Jo
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a straw Ean, is but an abridged, even rnisleadinq, replay of this prima
facie more persuasive argument for a new conception of metagraromatical
p2{v--1[1+ is
justification of grannrrs
eas/with t+bie*(hindsight b
q,gds- t,o view the

demand

for an explici.t netagratryilFr in t.he justif i-

cation of particular grattrnars as presaging what is later to be
"universal

ffi
gramar",'it

is cl'ear in the discussion here and

termed

Ehroughout

the not.ion of a Eetagramar is raised solely in this context
of justification. l
LSLT Ehat

t-*54
L.a*o**Ja\
In LSLT a generdl Eheory of language structure. Jis-strcd{r€d{as,
,-

first of all, specifying a comron structural forn to gramars constructed
in aceordance with Lt.2 Beyond this, it is the assigned
:'
funcEion of a nretaqranunr to enable a choice co be made from amonq
candi.date grarmars so constructed and which are empi.rically equivaD

lent. over some range of data. To do this, t,he basis for choice

among

grarmars must be built into the actual definition of elements of the

various g..*rr.t".3

And, in the opening remarks of a chapter entitled

"simplicicy and the Forn of Gramrars" a broader theme, notably assocj.ated with Goodman, is sEruck: the notion of 'slmplicity'i-s

requisite

and Ehat of
E. g. , ( 1955a: I-18) : . . . (T)he probLern of justification
consEructing a general theory of linguistic structure are, in part

ac least, essentially the same."
2

(I-18):"The general theory will ultinately assume Ehe form of a s-rtstem
of definiEions, in which tphonemet, twordt, rsentencer, etc. are defined,
and their general properties and int,errelations specified."
(III-71):"We want linguistic theory to enable us to choose amonq proposed
granmars. Every consideration Ehat is relevanE to this choice must be
bui1t. inco linguistic theory, inEo the actual definition of linguistic
elemenEs. "
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Eo the very possibility

of sysEemization.' Referring to

essays

r-n

Quine (1953) for a discussion of "Ehe role of stnplicLty in setti.ng

uP

scientific theories" 2

Chomsky announces

that the task to

Ehe

be achieved

in a general Eheory of linguiscic structure is that of "literally
defining siruplicity" for granmars, and, subsequently, to construcE
a mechanical ("effectivett) evaluat,ion procedure for grarmars in terms
of the

cri.Eerion of sinplicltv.

In linguistic theory, where the naterial under investigati.on
is relatively clear and linited, qre rnay hope to carry out in
an effecti.ve way Ehe Eask of literally defining simplicity
for che Eheories in quescion, namely gra!&:rrs, and of setting
up an effeccive evaluation procedure for Ehese theories in
Eerms of sinplicity.
3
,r/ 1
u)'$/
,tV/'
{/l

Actuallv defining simplicity for theories must be distinguished frorn
4
V'the sense of f sinplicity'f"in
which simplicity is an ideal

Ne/- n

t (tgSS" 272/3):"It has been recognized of philosophical
systems, and it.
is, I chink, no less true of gramaEical systems, that the notives
behind Ehe demend for economy are in many ways the same as Ehose behind
che demand that t,here be a system at a11". As Chorasky notes, here he
paraphrases from Goodnan (1943) (cf. "The motives for seeking economy
in the basis of a system are much the same as che motives for constructing
''.
,n Ehe sysCem itself (1943:107).") "where Ehe reference is to a special sense
of sinplicity, namely, economy in the basis of primitives". It is, above
.f
/
_a11, Goodman (1951) that provides an impetus for the idea that the formal
. V* -znpy simpliciEy of a theory might be measured and Ehus serve as a criterion
\} v,' tV for theory choice; see the discussion of the "formal
\!
siroplicity of bases
"I@
,.{ /-\",'
only
siurplicity,
Ehat
is,
in
far
by those differso
as
it
iilf-escted
-/
predicates
ences
that
are
wit,h
of the basic
€unong
expressible
the
use
C
\<a ,d
!
(in
predicates
where
logical
alone
addirion
to
themselves)"
Eerms
the
' .-'
f
').J ./
-t/
a
numeral
methods
of
E,o
every
basis
siruplicity...of
assigning
"measuring
,r.vr
''"r/ / Y'Z"
indicaEing its degree of complexity" and judging between Ehese methods
\54r-,V'
are proposed (60 ff). Goodman is careful to point out, however, that
"manv other less measurable factors...enter i.nto any choice of basis
;{ for a sysrem"(8s).
i{/
v')
'!
<(/' , ou
2 (rrr-z: fn l). In che published version of LSLT (1975), rhis passage
' u
'r;
( I 14: fn 2) rer-ers to Quine ( 1953) "f or recent discussion of the role
'"-;;
i
-i--fi^.ti'r in Ehe choice of scientific cheories" (our emphasis).
^;
v!
s4tuPllsrL_v
\.
Recall from the dj-scussion in $2 above that for Ouine sinpliciEv also
runccions as a svstems- or conceptual scheme-internal criterion for
cheory cholce.

-

(rrr-a:).
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for any science" including linguistic theory, .**{, a notion to
analyzed "in Ehe general philosophy of science" and the sense

be

ind icated

by speaklng of "simplicity of grannnars" which "is a notion to be defined

within lJ-nguistic theorY."

1

To define simplicity of granunars within general linguistic

theorl'

is to provide a metagranmatical scale of notation where symbols are
weighted i.n terms

of rsinplicity' conventions '

')

and on which

s1'mbo1s

'rL

Or+r , (
7z4l**WS

an evaluation measure may be defined to selecE the notati.onally simplest

.( "-\;-L

of rival candidate grar[mars. This ls co give "a general schematic
accounE

of the forn of grarnlarsrr and "a general definition of sirnplicity

for gramnars of the proper form".3
^

(

1955a:

III-83)

.

- For example, Chornsky suggests sirnplicity nay be defined in terms
of length of grammars, in terms of notation which permits the coalescenc
of similar grannatical statements as with the use of bracliets(I1I-85):
(i)...a,.

/I a,II\

l_l
,| ^zlrI ...
1.
tt

l'\
t\

abbreviates Ehe ordered set of statement

I

(ii)...a^.
"

'

(n)...a
[a
n
\-n./ I
Simplicicy may also be defined in terms of an ordering of rules of the
(III-84). The objective is to "define simplicit)' so EhaE,
fess c<p
in certain clear cases, simplest grammars are in fact the correct ones
(III-81).
Chomsky observes, however, that his proposals to define
simplicity of grarnmars are only tentative since "the determination of
correct nocations will involve detailed studv of the effects of various
claims of1 actual granmars (III-83)".\pimilarty, tre also notes that in
his discussion, "we have not rea1ly btated an evaluatlon procedure,
but onl;- indicated hor,r one might be stated(11I-106)".
.___ ^-.
-3 (III-97):"if
we wish co take the simplicitv of grammars seriousLv as
a neans of validating grammars(,) (I'I)e nust develop in an abstract mar.ner
a general schematic account of the form of granmars, and we must qive
a general definicion of slmplicitv for grammars of the proper ferrm."

27
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Little

interest attaches here to furtheir consideration of

the Attempt to litera11y define siurplicity of grar"'nars in order that
a mechanical evaluation procedure night select the notationally
I
simplest candidate gramnar.' Of eourse the notion of a mechanical

net,hod

of theory choice in an empirical science is naturally

a

a

target for obvious objections ' and in any case' evaluation procedures
have been abandoned in the tnost recent models of generatlve grarnnar.3

But the peculiar complexion - the notion of a mechanical evaluation
procedure for theory choice - given the concePtion of justification
of grarunrs in ter6s of a metagramEr !n LSLT exhibits ghe same
thorough-going formalism which, inspired by Quiners attack on "the
Eheory of meaningtt, dismisses semanEical considerations as irrelevant

to the det,ermination of linguistic form. There is to be no reliance
on meaning in the definition of the prirnitives of linguistic

nor in the justification

theory

of graunars constructed in Ehese formal terms.

Our remaining disiussion is restricted to an examination of this

general orientation to formalism in LSLT, an orient,ation which maintains
EhaE

li-nguistic form (i.e.,

independenE

tsyntaxr) is methodologically and theoretically

of meani-ng (fsemantics) and which rests uPon a purported

' Further discussi.on of this approach to simplicity and evaluation
measures as employed in Choosky and Halle (1968) may be found in
Sober ( I975 ), Chapcer 3.
z

E.g. Suppes (1975) and Putnan (1974b:268).
As recenlly as L973, Chorusky argued that' Ehough it is a "logical
possibiliEy" that "evaluaEion procedures are not necessarv", Ehis
possibiliEy is nonetheless an "unLike1y one" (1975a:27-8). on the
disappearance of evaluation procedures in "modular" models of generative
qranmar. see l,Iilliams (1984), discussed below in Chapcer 4 53.

IqI

demonstration that semantic notions are strictly
i

either defining the
"intuitive

phoneme

irrelevant to

or to specifying the native speaker's

sense of grarmaticalness". We shall not. here be directly

concerned to trace how this doctrine of ttautonomy of form", which

links up with the ancient, tendency to view language as I forur with
meaningr, has been preserrred, though with modifications, throughout

the thirty-odd year trajectory of generative granrnar. I

Sorn.

discussion of these matters nay be found in Chapter 4 53. It is,
howeverr mrrlifestly evident that the motivation for the formalist
program of linguistic

theory and the justification

of

graumars

proposed in LSLT has changed rather dramatically over the intervening

period. In particular, the on-going eoncerns of linguistic

meEatheor]'

in the early 1950's -- the attack on the theory of meaning, the
problem of selecting a tbestt grattt-r1 (the "nonuniqueness problem")
-- are hardly recognizable or, as with the latter,

are stood on their

heads

(to apply llarx's metaphor for therelation of his to l{egel's philosophy)
I

Thus Chomsky, in Aspects of the Theory of Syntax, argues againsr
"the widely voiced (but, for the moment, iotaffy empty) claim that
semant,ic considerations somehow determine syntacEic structure or
discributional propertiestr (1965a:229 tn L3). In Chapters 4 52,
5, and 6, be1ow, ere aEtempt to give some substance Eo t.he claim
here found "EoEally empty". The ancient pedigree of the auEonomv
doctrine is pointed to in Chonsky (1981c:4):"We might think of
language, following Aristotlers farniliar phrase, as sound wiEh
a meaning. The English language, then, would be regarded as a set
of pairs (s,m) where s is a certain real world object, a physical
sound, and m its meaning." Chomskyrs (1975b) hopage t,o Jespersen
elaborates on this theme, and cites De Anima 420" as the source for
che attribution (25 fn 2).
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in rhe transitj.on to models of gramlars incorporaEing levels of
"semantic representation" and where, under a metaphilosophical per-

spective of "realissr' - accordlng to which biological and genetic
evidence w111 ultinately testify to the unj.que correctness of claims about
language structure -Ehe revelat,ion

Chaprer 4 $3).

the goal of linguistic rttarch

is held to

of "the biological basis of language capacities"
Still,

Ehere are strikingly

be

(see

discernable connections

between the notifs of LSLT and the more recent doctrines of generative

granrm:r: the doctrine of "autonomy of syntax", mentioned above, the view

of graumar as a "system of

auEonomous componentst'

(and a view of mind

as comprised of a system of t'modules" which ttinteract") corresponding to
t,he separate linguistic

le_vels of analysls ln "LSLT; in the concePtion

of "universal gramartt ("UG") as constraining "the class of possible
gramrulrs available to Ehe child language-learner" corresponding to the
D

"general theory of language structure" of LSLT whose sole stated motivation

is to provide a principled

means

for resolving the problem of empiricallv

indistinguishable formal gramnars. Indeed, until quite recently, tir€
LSLT proposal

for theory selection by a formal evaluation algorithm

was

reEained in che form of the "1ict1e linguist" model of child language

acquisition, a model which posits a mechanical algorithn thaE selects
the formally simplest gramtrar compatible with the "primary linguistic
I

data" of the childts ambient experience. At present, however, the precise
' 0n the "little linguisE" acquisition nodel, see Valian et al (198I)
Levelt (1975).

and

L4

character of the relationship of LSLT to the subsequent explicit concern

of generative grarmar with explanation of language acquisition
remains Eo be drawn and is, at present, a matter of some

"orrato"r"t"ar.I

' The controversy concerns whether and to what extent the later
psychological ("mentalist'r) and "realist" interpretation of generative
granunar are prefigured in LSLT (see Karz (1981:33ff) and sreinberg
(1975)). For his part, Chomsky has maintained that there is an essenrial
conEinuity, that LSLT assumes implicitly what was later to be made explicit:
LSLT is an attempt to develop a theory of transformatlonal
generative granrmar. The "realist interpreEalion" (see below-TR)
of linguisti.c theory i.s assumed throughout, and it is argued that
the competence att.ained by the normal speaker-hearer is represent.ed
by a transforrnational generative gramnar....Ihe principles of this
theory specify the schematism brought to bear by the child in languaee
acquisiEion. They define the linguistic universals that consr.itute
"Ehe essence of language"(...), and thus can be taken as one fundamental
elemenc i.n che characterization of the innate "language faculty". I^tork
by rnany invest,igators. since has enriched and modified many of t.he notions
.
developed here and developed the framework that is only implicit in LSLT
and has placed it in a rich tradition that lras entirely unknown to me
at the Eime. (L975a245)
In LSLT...the emphasis \tas on I(nternalLzed)-language, though the term
nas not used. (1984: 1 1 fnl4) .
Two points regarding these quotations: by "rea11st interpretation" in this
conEexE, Chomsky refers to the claim that "a gramnar determined by a linguistic
theorv (given dara) consititutes a hypothesis concerning the speaker-hearer's
knowledge of language"(1975a:37); "T-language" is defined as"someEhing in the
mind of the person who knows the language, acquired by the learner, and used
by che speaker-hearer"(1984:7) and as "things in rhe world in particular
mind/brains"(1984:10). Katz and SEeinberg, on the oEher hand, poinr to
the explicitly anti-mentalist and operationalist cast of LSLT. The dispute
is complicated by the facE thaE there are Ehree versions of LSLT. The "first
and most widely circulated" (Chomsky (1975a:2) version is the typescript of
June, 1955. This is Ehe text on whichour discussion is based. In addition,
Ehere is a "partially edited and revised January L956 version"(1975a:3),
deposited ac t.he Harvard and MIT lj.braries on microfilm. A microfilm copy of
LSLT was obcained by interlibrary loan from the University of California at
Berkeley library; its designation was"MIT Libraries" and was dated 1961.
An exhaustive eomparison with the June, 1955 typescript revealed only few
and superficial differences (omisslon of appendices, correction of tvpoqraphical
errors). A few minor technical changes were found inChapter VIII "Transformarional Analysis"(pages vIII -377,-39g,-399,-422 and -465). one orher -inor
change was found in Chapter IX "Transformati.onal Analysis of Enqlish" (IX-5i8).
The third versj.on was published as The Logical Scructure of Linguistic Theorv
oy Plenum in 1975 (a softcover ediE.ion appeare
Chicago Press). According t,o Chomsky (unoublished correspondence wigh
Jerrold J. Katz, daEed November 6, 1982) this text is "an edited version
of che l95o version of LSLT, deposited ar Harvard. and )lIT libraries in
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In any event, LSLT is a work thaE can, and may, be dealt with on its
(conEinued from previous page)
microfiln, and that is quite different from Ehe 1955 version". Although
thi.s forrnulation has c\ro interpretations, iE is clearly the published 1975
version, and not the January 1956 version, which is "quite different" from
the 1955 version. For there are literally hundreds of changes, totaling
thousands of words, and prinarily in Chapters I-V (= Chapters X and I-IV
of the 1955 and 1955 versions)which deal with methodological and concept.ual
rather Ehan Eechnical issues. Wtrile many of these changes are rewordings
or alt.erat,ions chat do not substantively change content, t,here is a perceptible difference of nuance between the 1955 and 1975 versions. This may be
seen i.n comparison of sinilar passages; in the following, differences
(substituEions, rewordings, additions) belween the 1955 and 1975 versions
are noted by enclosing the different 1975 formulation in square bracket.s
and underlining the corresponding 1955 text:
The form of theory that we have just described, where everv notion
appearing in the theory is completely analyzed in terms of a set of
operational prinitives, is a very strong one....But it seems to me
EhaE this is a correcE way to state t,he goal of that aspect, of linguistic theory that, we are here considering.
We1ls has pointed out recently that philosophers have, by and large,
:
rejected as a general criEerion of significance, the strong kind of
reductionism that, ne are suggesting as necessary fappropriate] for our
parEicular purposes. He offers Ehis in criticj.sm of Bloomfield's program
of avoiding mentali.stic foundations for linguistic theory. It is true
that many philosophers have given up a certain form of reductionism,
of which Bloomfield's proqram (and our restatement of it)is an instance,
as a general (ital.) criterion for simificance,...
fas a general criEerion for siqnificance. the kind of reduction chat our restaEement of Bloomfield's program has as its goal..J However I do not believe thar rhis
is relevant to Bloomfieldrs antimentalism. E, or to the approach to
linguistic Eheory Ehat we have ouclined.] (1955a21-19/20;L975:85/6)
At present it seems to me proper to say that whereas we know of manv
grammatical notions Ehat have no semantic basis, we know of none for
which a significant and general semantic analysis is forthcoming. And
g !!9 present at least, chis justifies the tenEative identification
of grammar wlth distributional anal-rrsis. ffnis justif ies the tentat j.ve
assertion that the theory of linguistic form does noE have semantic
foundarions.] (1955a : I-45 ;1975 :97)
Similarly, many references to Ehe "operaEional" character of the primitive
notions of linguistic theory have been deleted from rhe 1975 version (e.g.,
aE I-2Ol2l corresponding to i975:86, ac I-15 corresponding ro 1975:83,
at X-714 corresponding to L975261, at T-24 corresponding to 1975:87) alchouqh,
as can be seen in the above quotaEion, some remain. In addition, the 1975
version contains at least, one reference .to "universal granunar",
The program of developing a general linguistic theory is reminescenr,
in certain respects of much earlier attempts to develop a universaL

grammar (108)
'.virereas neirner tht-s Eerm nor "language universaLs" occurs in(195is).Nor is tre:e
a discussion of lanquage acquisitlon; as Chomskv notes in his "Introduction"
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terms, not indeed as a proposed t.heory of language strucEure but

as

(continued from previous Pages)
i

t,

Eo Ehe 1975 version (L975a:13), "Ehese matters are not discussed in LSLT,
buE t,he issues lie in the iromediate background of this work and have been
che subjecE of considerable discussion and concroversy since". It is
Eherefore somewha! peculiar t.o read in this same "Introduction":
it is suggested in LSLT that linguistic theory characterizes a system
of levels, a class of pot.ential gramars, and an evaluation procedure
wieh che following property: given data from language L and several
granunars with the properties required by the linguistic theory, the
procedure of evaluaEion selecEs the highest-valued of these. It is
thus suggested Ehat the language learner (analogously, the lingulSt)
approactres ttte problem of language acquisition (gramar construction)
with a schematism that determines in advance the general properties
of human language and the general properties of the graunars that may
be constructed to account for linguistic Phenomena. His task is to
selecE the highest-valued graumar....Having done so, he knows che
language it generates. (L975a:12, emphasis added).
The inference to the second suggestion is clearly ex.Post facto (or,
perhaps, inplicit.given lat,er understandings); it is noE explicitly made
in either version of LSLT. The reference Eo language learnlng in LSLT
occurs in.the conEext of a statement that Ehe goal of linguistic theory
is to "forma11y reconstruct" the nativets speakerts ability to produce
and recognize ne\.r sentences, what is later termed t'li.nguistic creatlviEv":
in learning a language, the native speaker has done much more than
merely absorb a large set of sentences which he can nor^I reproduce.
He has also abstracted from this set. of sentences, somehow, and
learned a certaj.n structural pattern to which t.hese sentences conform. And he can add new elements to his linguiscic stock by constructing new sentences conforming to chis structural Pattern.

Is it possibLe to reconstruct this abiliEy wiEhin linguistic
theory? That is, can we develop a method of analysis which will
enable us !o observe a corpus of sentences, to abstract a certain
structural pattern from this corpus, and to construct, from the o1d
materials, new sent,ences confroming to the pattern? This is a question
of fundamental importance. Our working hypothesis is that we can give
an account, of this process of generaEion or projection within the
lirniEs of distributional analysis. . . . It is by no means obvi.ous Ehat
an even partially adequate reconstruction of this behavior can be
given in dlstributional terms, i.e.,in Eerms of t,he sEructural
characcerisEics of observed utterances. It uright be the case that
manv other fact,ors in the particular history and development of
the individuals concerned may be responsible for this ability.
...The program of developing methods of linguistic analysis, or,
in our terms, a Eheory of lim3uistic structure, might be interprered as being basically an aEtempt t.o reconstruct, Ehis abilitv
co speak and recognize new granurat.ical senEences. (1955a:IV-l13ii)
These remarks are fully consist.enE with the "operational para11e1"
Hockett (1948) and (1952b),(1954) points to between the child's producEion
of tnewtuEEerances and che linguist's grammar (see Chapter 2 55 above
ior discussion). In Darti-cular. there is no allusion here to "schematisms"
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a novel and elaborate lnvestlgation of the possibility of constructing adequaEe
(continued f ron previ.'us Tages)
chat "determine in a:sarce che general properti,es of hurnan language",elc.
The subssanLive diije:e::ce betneen LSLT and what are clearly Choroskv's lacer
vlews is that L51T is concerned tllth the so-called problen of non-uniqueness,
of the valldaeion a::J ;'.rstlf tcation of enplrlcall;- equivalent formal granuaars,
shereas, as he r.'rites ir che "Introducti,on" clled above, Chonsky comes to
view "!he fundanrent:l :rr-rblenr of lingulstlc !he.rrr" to be "the problern of
decerninlng hor.' it, :s passlble for a chlld co acquire knonledge of a languaee"
( t9J5a: t2) . The cerde:'tcv !o ldenclfy these tuo prima facie dif ferens problems,
chus conflactng che pr:olen of language structure wlrh the problen of language
acqulsltlon, reflecEs..nll'a subsequent (lt rnav be argued)revislon of che
goals of llnguistlc ::.eorv. There nay be an understandable wlllingness to
incerprec che past i:: :he light of nhat follosed but a close scruciny of
the LSLT tex!, ccis::ered in lcself , provides s':bstant,lal grounds 'for
questloning, the claiaed continuity of conception and for situating this
work wlthin the considerably differenc problematlc of the justificatlon of
fornally-based gram!:rrs that are required to project the infinitely nany
renatntng rrell-formed sentences of a language fron a corpus of observed
sentences. To be sure, there ls a fornral analogy here wlth the later
of the "proJectLon problen" as "the problen of providing a general
construel
' scheue shlch
specifies the qramar (or grauuars) that can be acquired by a
huaan upon exposure to a posslble set of basic data" (Peters (L972:172)),
but coupletely nisslng fronr LSLT ls che required "mentalist" or "realist"
perspectlve shlch identlfies the llngulst's lingulstic theor,v, explicitly
based on consi.deratlons of sinpllclty (see below), and l'righest-valued Brarnnar
selected by a forraal evaluation oeasure, wlt,httuniversal granorart'and the
"l.nternallzed grarmar" (or, "I-language") acqulred by the language-learner.
This perspective is not only not present in LSLT, but is also in conflict
with the identifiab11' "instrumentali.st," views of theories exDressed chere
and ln other wricinqs of chis period: e.g.,
There has been some discussion recently as to whether the lingrrist
'plays nathenatical games' or 'describes realicy' in linguistic analysis
of particular languages, where che phrase 'playtng machernatical games'
refers, apparentll', Eo the conscious development of a theor-v of linguistic structure for use in constructing and validatinq grammars
the linguist's qoal can only be Eo construct for each language a sirnple
granrntr r,rhlch relates to the grarmars constructed for other lanquaqes
ln such a Ltay as !o lead co a revealing general theory of which all
are exemplificacions. (1955a: I-12l13)
Equal in importance to the problem of non-uniqueness, in the authorsr
view, is the question (...) rwhether the dichotomous scale is the
pivotal princlple which the analyst can profitably inpose upon the
linguistic code or whether this scale ls inherent in the structure of
the languaget(p.47). They consider that 'there are several weighty
arguments in favor of the latter solution.'Phrased in this way, this
stateEent is at worst pointlessr -- Bt best, nisleadlng. If we take
it literal1y, it seems to raise a pseudo-issue. It is to irugine that
possible evidence could count for one of these positions and against
the other. It is not clear what could be oeant by saying that the
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graffiErs of particular languages within

t,he

constralnts of a purely

for:mal general theory of language structure.

our examinacion of

LSLT has roore than

e,,a,

."hfiIiitioo.,",

historical interest. For Chonskv

has naintained, subsequently, and on several occasions,
arguments presented

in

LSLT (and,

that

the

in abridged form in Syntactic

Structures and in Chomsk)'(1955b)) for the thesis of "auronomy of
syntaxrr orttautononl'of linguistlc

form" are,ln

large measure correct,

and continue to provide a basis for the "autonomy" doctri.ne as

fruitful

a

working hypothesis. 2 Our discussion proceeds then

to scrutinize

the

LSLT case

for the irrelevance of sernantical

considerations to gralmar, considered as a theory of lingulstic fonn.

3.31 lhe Irrelevance o, ,"r.naic Notlons to Granrnar. In the

"rntroduction" to LSLT,
3

@,

as pertaining

sentences.

chorasky describes

to the arrangement of

lt as a study of linguistlc
words and rnorphemes in

It is therefore a syntactic study as distincr from phonologl'

(continued from previous page)
dichotomous scale is tinherenc in the st,ructure of language' other
than Ehat this scale is Ehe one that can most profiEably be imposed
upon the linguisric code. These are just Ewo \"rays of describing fhe
same thi.ng; the choice between Ehem is only a maEEer of temperament
(Choursky ( 1957b :2a0)) .

- cf. rntroducEion":"rt would be misleading, then, to describe this as
a ProPosed theory of language structure. Rather it is an attempt to sum
up and organize a certaj.n set of theoretical investigatlons into 1inguistic structure, and to examine the implications of these constructions
for svncact,ic description of actual linguistic maEeri-a1. Since these constructions are, necessarily, so tentative and incomplete, the motivation
for the construction is often more important Ehan the actual construcEion
(o-v) . "

-) E.2.,

Chomsky (1979b:I39):"I rhink, in fact,
autonomv of synEax, in Ehe form proposed in

rhar the thesis of rhe
the fifties and since then,
is probablv correc!." Cf. (1969a:198-9), (L975a:21) and (1975b) for Ewo
different formulations, an "absolute" and a "weaker" version of the
auc,onomv thesis. See the discussion of che auconomv thesis in Ch.1 S3.
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and, in particular, as distinct from semantics. As such, no reliance

is placed on Ehe meaning of "linguistic

exPressionsrr.

T}1e

exciusion

t"tlrt A^sirdbfu a,^i 0r,.-'" ,'!',';

of sem:ntical notions from the study- of linguistic forrn is rnca"+nl+-<
desirable because these notions do not meet t'certain minimum requirea.-.{
Eents of objectivity and operatlonal verifiabilityl
btlt-el€{ principled
JIA

since Ehese notions appear to be "quite irrelevant" to probleurs of
linguistic form. t ,r, Chapter I ("The Nature of Linguistic Theory")
a number of

argumelrEs

are advanced in support of this assessment.

There

iE is noted that the issue of "!he role of oeaning in linguistic analysis
has been che subject of nuch debate in recent years". However, considerable

!'inconclusi.veness" has been attached to Ehi.s debate, in part,

Chomsky

suggests, because "the question has been argued on the wrong basis".

For Lhe usual manner in which the issue of the role of meaning has
posed

, vLz., "how can you consEruct a graunar with no appeal to

been

meaninq?"

assumes, by irnplication, Ehat one can construct a gramnar gilh.pp"al

meaning. "

2

But Ehere is no r^rarranl for this assumpEion. It is by

to

no

clear thaE a gratmnr can be constructed if there is "as much knowledge
4 Drating upon
of meaning as you please, including synonyrry".
Quine's

means

I

'"IntroducEion":t'This is basically a study of the arrangement of words
and morphemes in senEences, hence a study of linguistic form. Thus iE
is a syntacEic study in both the narror.r sense (as opposed to phonology)
and in the broader sense (as opposed to semantics). In particular, no
reliance is placed on the meaning of linguistic expressions in this
study, i.n part, because it is felt that the Eheory of meaning fails to
meet. certain minimum requiremenEs of objectiviEy and operational verifiability, buE more imporlant,ly, because semantic notions, if Eaken
seriously, appear to be quite irrelevant to t,he problems being investj.gaced here (0-ii)".
')

(I-24); cf.
+

I

l-

/t

I

Chomsky (1955b) and (1957a:93).
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partitioning of sem:ntics into the theory of meaning and the
I
theory of reference, - Chomsky argues that the obscurity of
not.ions of the theory of meaning (i.e.,

of significance

and

synonfny) alone is sufficient reason for banning them from

linguistic

t,heory,2 while the theory of reference does not

appear to be applicable to the problems facing the linguist.3

Yet a stronger case against the notions of the theory of
meaning can be nade than that based upon their obscurity. In

fact,

Chornsky

argues for the strongesE possible case

refusi-ng to admit these noEions into linguistic

theory: semantic

notions are liEerally irrelevant. t,o the determination of

formal (i.e.,

grannatical) strucEure.o *d Ehis perrnits a

"tentative identificaEiontt of grarunar and "distributional analysis":
At present it seems to me proper to say that whereas r^re
know of nnny grannatical notions that have no semantic
basis, we know of none for which a significant and general
semantic analysis is forthcoming. And for the present at
least, this justifies the Eenrative ldentification of
grannar with distributional analvsis. 5
chomsky (1955a2T-23) ciEes Quine (1953); see especialty (1953:I30).
2

(1955a:T-22)

(1955a:r-25 fn 18):"rE can be argued thar the theory of reference
as it exists today offers little help to the linguisr given his
particular problem." A different assessment is later adopted; see 54.3 end.

(1955a:r-23):"...in fact there is a deeper motivation for refusing
to base the theory of linguistic form on semantic notions than nerely
Ehe obscurity of such a foundation. WLraE I would like to arsue here is
that semancic notions are quite irrelevanE to problems of formal sErucEure.
Ehat only t.heir unclariEy disguises their irrelevance, and that when the
claim is puc forward that linguistic analysis cannot be carried out
wiEhouc the use of meaning, whaE is rea11y expressed is that iE cannot be
carried out without intui.tion."
(1955a:I-45).

Chomskv

notes here t.hat he gives an "extended sense"
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The claim of the irrelevance of serDantic notions to qrammar indeed

t"

",very

strong one. Ttrere are, it would seem, just two ways in

which one could be confident that a particular notion is "irrelevant"

to a given analysis. First, if the noEion ln question can be reasonably
r,

preci.sely def ined

*

t

r\!.r Q'l,r\ s,u-u',.
a+-{Jc--sfig^* Ehat t,he notion nowhere enters into

,

the analysis. But 'synonymy' at least, according to Quine and seconded
A-

by Chomsky, admi.ts of no definition rnore precise than.r.!arlthe essenF
B

tialist

construal traditionalll'glven bv an uncritical mencalist
,l"t :,^-l* . L
)rLf
+
senantics. Second, irp mighc 5€Pshoro{ that all the notions fceiltP the

rla\\\.\r
\ : bd.i4,r,
.
ana1ysiscanbedefinedwithoutan}'#e..euep*e,ianb+i.*g-ra.is€d..-{

/\-+t

f|r.*
it, is

the notion in questioythowever
hidden reliance
Y*d/"n
\
co be construefr and that the analysis, as so delimited, succeeds
G

t

or rray be reasonably thought capable of succeeding in the task for

-

which i.t is claimed to be adequate. The arsuments of LSLT aDDear to
be of this laEter variety.
lrrlocnri

nf irrc

Chornskl' argues

(against Quine and

unnamed

- linguists") that phonemic distinctlveness (i.e., deter-

,lrarrlir6 .,Li^L
w,,a!,, utcerances are phonenicallv distinct)

-.;-i-^

can be suf f icien tly

z

defined in terms of a non-semantic operational t,est due to Harris,

and

(continued from previous page)

to "Ehis rather vague tern" (i.e., tdistributional analysist); elsewhere,
he observes he has borrowed the term from Harris (:i-717 fn l), citine
Harris (l95la). The "extended sense" is given in fu11 at (III-107/3):
The nocions Ehat enter into linguistic Eheory are t.hose concerned
wich the phvsical properties of utterances, ti:e formal arranqement
of parts of ut.t.erances, conf ormity of utterance col:ens (as cietermined
by the pair test), and f inally formal properties of s1'stems of re.Dresentation and of grammars h'e wi.11 refer to linquistic ana11'sis
carried out in Ehese terms as rdiscributional analvsis t. This usage
seems Eo me Eo correspond to Ehe practlce of rvhat has been calleci
..-.l-: diqrrihr:ri9n3l analvsis.
See below,for how Chomskyts understanding of the Eerm is a substantial
_-#fromtheDrac!iceofwhatHarrisEermed'diStributionalana1vsis'.
-I.3.,

I

t -.-

(1955a:

I-25 and I-36i).
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hence thaE no reliance uPon synonymy is nade in the definitj.on of the

phonene. And he argues, exclusively against Qulne, that the notion

of int,erest to the syntactician is not thac of 'significant
of phonemesr but that of intuitively
We

seguence

well-formed sequence of

phonemes'

consider these arguments in turn.
Given the concern to demonstrate that "the theory of linguiscic

I
forn does not have semantic foundations" yth"te is a remarkable

if,1 t.". that

ti .n" "rr"rlor

Chonsky describes LSLT as

sense (as opposed

syntactic study)

'*.-*_:'_v
",
_to phonology)'*t/[Jt"o"r.t."

argument devoted to showing chat notions of meaning ('s-vnonymy')

are irrelevant in phonernic theory (roughly, 15 pp. 3)."

opposed to

showing that such notions are irrelevant to 'higher' levels of linguistic

analysi.s (ca. 4 pp. o).
I
t

The heightened emphasis on phonemics may be

explicable as a response t,o what

.apparen t

lyf

wid e spread

misconception about the nature of phonemic theory, in particular,
t ,.At-1c "

,.

i\
...14L*

^concernin$

the role of meaning in phonemic analysi.s:

Ic is almosE a c1ich6, even among those linguists who
consciously atterupt to avoid meaning in their descriptive
work, that in order Eo construct a phonernic s-vstem, while
we do not need to know the meaning of expressions, we must
certainly know whether or not expressions are different, in
meaning.

5

I

^ ( 1955a zT-44) .
-L{,C.iEi.dtin fn l, p. 148.
1

L-Z)

Eo I-JOq.

*,- T-37 ro r-40.
' T-25; in a footnoce Chonskl' observes,"Almost ever)' descriptive linguist
concerned with phonemics has on some occasion mainEained this posltion,
and this view has been reicerated bv represenEacives of neiehborins fieids."
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Here, chonsky follows Quinets formulation in pML in glossing the
linguistrs detemination of a phonenic dlfference between two
i

utterances as a determination that they are different in meaning,
spelling out Quine's inference that this is an "obvious" and'rnotorious,,
reliance on tsynonynyt :
But if we know exactly which expressions of a given corpus
differ in meaningr !r€ also know exactly which -xpressions
are the same in meaning. To know difference in meaning is
also to know synony'y, and thi.s is the central term oi the
theory of meaning. ... (which is) precisely the most dubious
part of sen'ntic theory. I
The clain under attack is that phonemic analysis must appeal to notions

of 'samenesst or rdifferencer of meaning (so-ca11ed "differential meaning,,)
i'n establishing phonemic.,distinctiveness, that, "ne can only find out which
pairs of uEterance tokens are phonemically distinct (are in cont,rast, form
oppositions) by determining which pairs are different in meaning. " 2 This
claim is explicitly framed as a biconditional statement; given tlro utterance
tokens, U, and U'

(1) ut is phonemically distincr from u, iff ul differs in
fron Ur. 3
chomsky proceeds

to show the falsity of (l) in both direcrions.

meaning

Thar

(t) is false frorn righr-ro- lefr is established by Ehe exisrence of
homonvmous pairs of utterances (i.e., phonemically identical utterances
which do differ in meaning); e.g., r gave him a pair and r gave him a
pear differ i.n raeaning but are phonemically identical. so,
is not

"it

Ehe case
I

"|

-

I tvtta.
/f

that if u, and u, differ in meaning, then they must be phonemit-l\l

a:\

-'l ibid., cf. (L957a:94-G).

cally distinct".r

Frou left-to-right

J:-) Er r"^

the inference fails

-J

because

thefe are utterances which are phonenically distjnct yet do not differ
in meaning. For example, baehelor and unmarried male, or
if one is lnclined to deny the existence of absolute synonyms,
consider such pai.rs as /ekanamiks/ and /iykanauriks/ ('economics'),
5du 1 t and adfi 1 t, / r ae5 anEi?l-lreydar, / (' EIG;T
/ r ed Ly e ret /
and /reydiyeytar/ ('radiaEorr), adv6rtisement and advertisement
ecc. which often coexisE in one personts speech and are clearly
synonyms. Such pairs have the same Eeanings but are phonemically
distinct. 2
Thus (1) is also false in this direction: "it is not the case thaE if

tno utterances are phonemically distinct,

then they must differ in

meaningtt.

For Chomsky, Harris.l paired utterance test13 "a thoroughly

.

non-semanti.c operarional device",
3

4

provides a sufficient

of deE,eruining phonemic contrast, which is "the intuitive

means

sense

of distincEness of utt,erances that rde are attempting to reconstruct
in linguistic theory". 5 Th" i.dentification of the phonemes of a
-I ( 1955a:27\

-). /T-?R\
&v/.
\!

,

'Harris (l95la:32-33). The procedure may be summarized as follows:
Two (preferably short) utterances Ul and U, are selected. A speaker
of the language is then asked t.o pr6nouncel randomly intermixed with
oEher ut.terances Ua,...,Un, a number of his repetitions of U., and Ur.
Another speaker of-the laiiguage indicates which of these uttdrancesare repetiEions. If the hearer identifies the speakerrs repetitions
in close co l00Z of the cases, then the two sets of repetitions are
phonemically distinct: U.,#U, (e.g., hearr I hearth). If rhe hearer
can distinguish U' from U" frith no more than 'random' accuracv (e.g.,
heart and hart), fro phonefric distinction can be posited. See Harris
I I qhx.
\r/vv.-Lr.

lL

(
5

/ | |

I-36e)

A5
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la
language/-falthough chomskyrs examples are froro English,
__-Jq

,"-

---\.

his

argument

,.

*
is clearly intended to have general iurporrj
orr),fm:**ef requirei knowledge
of difference of meaning (or synon^ylnor does tHiknowledge coincide
1

-l

$tith Phonemic distictions discernible .by the thoroughly non-semantic
paired uEierance r,esr. :m*gn.["?ol."een
phonemic conrrasr and

F .'

'\meanlng'remains co be established. Any connection between the two

"would be an interesting correration between independent notions". I
To those who maintain the necessity of 'appeal to meaning' in phonemic

analysis,

'

Chomsky

replies

:

the responses to language narked by such operational devices
as the pair test are not meanings. Calling t,hem fmeanings'
can only be explained as the result of an all-too-prevalent
compulsion to introdirce the word fmeaningt into t,he statemenc
of linguisEic nethod no matter what violence is done Eo the
ordinary sense of this t,eru in the process. z

In general, claims that meaning plays an ineliroinable role in linguistic
analysis can often be seen to be ther result of a confusion of meanine with
\\
"inEuiEion of linguistic form"$ t.rraer,cy which is no doubt due to the
\obscurity which surrounds both of these notions.r Now Ehe remedy for
reliance on obscure notions, as Quine had shown, \ras a replacement proqram,
reconstructinB, wherever possible, obscure notions in behavioral

\-+

and

operationally-definable terms. Here the Earget of the reconstrucEion
ja

-I (1955a:I-31).

-)

(r-32).

" (I-33):"The only thing that meaning and intuition have in
cheir obscurity. "

common

is

has

I55

been changed -- not the nocions of the theory of meaning, since these

are irrelevant to linguistic theory, but the notion of "intuition of
linguistic

form":

(T)he rnqjoE goal of nethodological work in linguistlcs is
to enable us to avoid intuition about linguistic fo:m whereever r^re find it, replacing iE by some explicit and systematic
account. I

theory ls

Phonemi.c
t

t.

s

Che paradigm example where

this replacement

program

succeeds; success is due to Ehe pair teSt which is "the most irnportant

operational test that we have at Present for any linguistic notion",

and,

as such, ttone of the operational cornerstones of linguistic theory".

7

And, while it seems likel-v that "our intuitions about glamtrar may

be

useful in the actual proc.ess of gathering and organizing dat.a", the
same cannot

I

further,

be said for our intui.Eions about meaning.3 Gorrr* ,"a

Chomsky suggests

that it is doubtful meaning serves

any

useful role in linguistic analysis, even as a heuristic or shortcut

and

where reliance on meaning may be supported and supplant.ed by granrnatical

(i.e.,

distributional)

statement:

afford to be quite skeptical about, the often-voiced
c'laim that even if we can proceed without neaninq, it is much
easier to proceed with reliance on meaning, using this as a
heuristic device to be eliminated in our careful reconstructi.on
and validation of srammatical results. 4
(W)e can

,|

^ (1955a:I-33).
-I (I-35);"(I)n the case of phonemic distinctness the pair test enables
us to avoid this reliance on intuition (I-33) "
-) (blq):"But. this is noc co sav Ehat our intuitions about meani.ns serve
t,he same purpose."

t (,_r-Jq,
^,,

.
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The stride:rt uethodologi.cal formalissl expressed in these remarks

contrasts qui.te directly with the "distributional analysis" of
Harris, where the use of meaning as a "shortcut" to a distributional
differentiation

is advocated and where, in principle, meaning is

involved in det,etmining what sound, or word occurrenc_es are repetition".'l

certainly the standing of these contrasting g1obal

assessments

about, the use or i.rrelevEmce of meaning in setting up the elements of

linguistic description is completely dependent upon whether and how
tappears to Eeaningt are roade,
or are required, in actually resolving
probleos of li.nguisti.c analysis.
Ehe

This alone determines the 'fact of
matterf regarding the_ role of meaning. But in addition, and not

conplecely incideutly, there nay be certain 'internalr difficulties
with a position which can detract from, or reduce altogether, its
standing as argu'€rr!- Thus what appears as an slig!..may,
in reality,
be unsupporred assertj.on, .n""h'lj#...aof
based on hlgher-order mera-

philosophical or meEa-scientific considerations. The force of such
considerations in guiding or directing a research program cannot be
denied

{
_1

"b+;i

they rend to

b1 relarively

\ i ,'

co Ehe demonstrated inadequacies of particular arguments advanced
on Eheir behatf and ofcen $!iE[:*.#
.o examples or counter-arguments
immune

c

t"
a,!

"nf,Hl;arrYo"r.".turared,

which imply their falsity.

of

meani.ng

The question before us here, as Eo Ehe role

in linguistic analysis, is

an

especially difficult

.."" [,

n

, Harris (195la:7 fn 4) :"object j-on ruight be raised. . . to the ef f ect
chat meaning conslderati.ons too, are involved 1n the determinati.on
of
elements, since, for example, when sounds (or sound-features) x and v
occur in identical environmenEs they are assigned Eo different phonemes
if Ehe complexes containing thern const.i.t,ute different morphemes (e.g.,
rifa
i1] and [r;in the environment. f-a,:f /:'liie
:nrirt-i^n
srfE4qLlv'v!
^;'liF,rrr€ 3.,d rlfe on .na+1i"E"r;.ffi1 t:':;;;';nlnii"liff:l;
and the taymai-C-shortlFto a distributional differentiation. In prlnciple,
meaning need be involved only to t.he extent of det.ermi.ninq what is repetition."
E. g.
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of this kind, especially difficult

because of an antecedent unclarity

conderning what nay be considered to be 'purely formal'and what con-

stit.utes or is involved 1n an'appeal to meanj.ng'. Fortunately, hero-{
phonemic

analysis, due to the agreed-upon operational efficacy of the

pair Eest, presents us with a reasonably clear-cut example of
linguistic elemenls --

phon€D€s

--

may be

how

set uP on a purely formal

[431grt vel

r

and non-semantic basis. As we shal1 seer^the issue is not so cleanly
posed when iE comes to decerrining the grammatlcality or well-formedness

of word sequences because of a lack of a correspondingly clear
operaEional Eest.

'

ReEurni-ng then

to th-e argument

Chomsky has

given for the falsity

of che bi-conditional (l), we may ac once noEice that thi.s

]

argument

requires the assurnption thaE ttwe have as much knowledge of meaning
I Obviously, only by assuming knowledge
and synonymy as we please."
of synonymy can
phonemic

Chomsky hope

to show its irrelevance in det,ermining

disEincEness. However, given the problems involved in trying

Eo specify or define synonymy, this cert.ainly is Eo assume "far too much":2
I (1955a:
2

I-25).

(T-36e/f.):"(T)he possibility of a semanEic approach to phonemic
discinctness was based on the assumption that all semanEic information is available, and that it is possible to assign a meaning to
each utterance to be compared with other meanings. But clearly in
granting Ehis assumption, wit,hout which the discussion could noE
even begin, qre have given away far too much. Not only is such an
assignment impossible, by any means known Eo us, but there is a
conceptual difficulty that seems Eo undermine the whole approach
in a much more fundamental manner. I'le have not asked how we can
determine whether the meanings assigned to uEterance tokens are
Ehe same or different.'t
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of Choosky's argument for the irrelevance

Ir seems that the plausibility
i

of semantic notions in phonemic analysis cannot rest on the mere assunPEion
of "as

much knowledgE

requires

of meaning and Synonyrtry as \te please" but rather

some adequate

prior

means

of deEemining whether the

of two expressions are the same. Possibly

some

meanings

speeification of

meaning

roight be gleaned from trying to conceive of meaning in terms of the

(proper) use of expressions, buE this suggest,ion circularly invokes

ry {"\^

the notion of expression for which meaning is alleCgednthe required
criterion.

I

^ At this point,

Chomsky concludes

his discussion of the

role of meaning in phonemic analysis, admitting that the obscurity of
the not,ion of meaning rnakes it difficult

to evaluate other proposals

concerning its role in grannar:

It is difficult to evaluate nany other suggestions about the
role of meaning in graunar, largely because it is difficult
to pin down t,he notion of meani.ng. However, I Ehink that within
the linits posed by the obscurity of these notions, it is
reasonable to suggest 'intuition about linguistic form' as a
more proper locution than tmeaningt, wherever such suggestions
are made. 2
That is, by self admission, Ehe argument for the irrelevance of semantic

notions, pending

some as

yet to-be-demonstrated manner of individuating

meanings, reduces to the charge that the obscurifl of the notion of
(1955a:I-36f /g):"We must provide a method for determining \^/hen t\,to
slightly di.fferent meanings are sufficiently sinil-ar. If, on the
oc,her hand, we try t,o maintain Ehe position that the meanings are
identical, that the meaning is a fixed and unchanging component of
each occurrence, then a charge of circularity seems warranted. It
seems that the only way to uphold such a position would be Eo conceive of the 'meaning' of an expression (a token) as rthe way in
which tokens of this cype are (or can be) properly used', t.he class
of situations in which they could be used, or something of thi-s sort.
But it is difficult to make sense at all out of such a posiEion without. E.he pri-or establishment, of utterance EyPes (. . . ) . ihe degree of
unclarity in E.his discussion makes the attemPt to define phonemic
disti-nctions i.n such Eerms appear somewhat ludicrous."
2

(I-36e).
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meaning is sufficient

granmar.

Ironically,

reason to avoid an 'appeal to meaning' in
however, it is also the proclaimed obscurity

of the notion of meaning which Prevents the irrelevance argutrent from
going through.
What has Chomsky's argument

actually

shown? That

contrast' as determined

by the pair test, and difference of meaning do not always coincide.
The assertion that the Palr test suffices to determine the phonemes
of a language i.s an assertion which, though almost true, is not quite
Erue. It is importanE to see just where Ehis assertion cannot be
sust,ained by looking at some of the non-neglible cruces of phonemic

,analysis and Eherefore Eo sEake the linits
phonemes

of the claim that the

of a language admit of a purely formal determination.

These

are cases where t,he results of the pair test are problernatic and do
not provide a clear sufficienE basis for a decision as to whether a
phonemic distinction exists.'

I

Attd it is meaning which both irumediately

allows these cases to be characEerized as "problematic" and which
guides a resoluEion in tentrs of a statement of distribuCional regulari>.- )
/-- -----1
Thus meaning, through
ries of 'higher' level t(morphernesJfwords) {elements}
t
iEs correlation with distributional regularities, plays a central role
rnz.t n'.'-'-

?ant in

€xamPles such as Ehe /,eka'namiks/ (,iyka'namiks/ expression pair

already cited bv Chomskrf Lv''1 ntJ.u {

t Cf. Harris (f968:2L-2):"In some cases Ehe results of the pair test are
problematj-c, and in some cases Che decision as to whether a phonemic
disti-nction esists, and of what kind, is adjusted on the ground of laEer
grammatical considerations. BuE the direct resulEs of the paj.r test furnish
a sEarting point, a first approximation to a set of ultimate elemenEs adequace ior characterization of language." For t,he sense of the term'ultimate'
aaopcea here, see the end of 52 of ChapEer 5'
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i".

A^,

rhe existence of congrast does not necessarily indicaCe a
t.

discincti?BFan br sclgftln
-/ the-ease ef 1garEial phonenic-''
*9-'*differences)
ioverlppp ;g.1'gT Here, one uses meaning (knowledge of morphemic
in order to determine what is a phonemic repetition' suPPort,ing the
phonemic

postular.e of a meaning difference by showing a corresponding difference

I
in morphernic distribut.ion. For example, in Moroccan Arabi" lbJl2r'.i
and {-OSg'l ('"or') occur as repetitions of each other (i.e., do not
conrrasr). So it nlght be inferred that [t-l ' [gi ttrat rs, igl and
(are free varianEs) occurrences of a
_q- .t" freely substitutable
single phoneme. But, in some environments they are not freely substitua'-1 ('ringworm'), LfEg.J ('he was
table: -:t'igr' a'l ('"q,r."h') and

iqr'

parchedi) .r,o Lf-rrq] ('ir..sank'). Here a solution is co say that
t,here is a partial overlapping in the first ('cow') environmenE'

tnac ;:l is a free variant of the /q/

phoneme here whereas
l*'

in the

a"'''\A\

r"

r :-'

seesn* ('squash'l., [gl i" a member of the /g/ phonernei cnr''9h++t'hef;
t\^
,i3'.i;i*;"fr{h;""*'
.n"
ir,
and
++€nd-, che /q/ phoneme has [g]
lql
'
*l
'.i''.
:... #""{.
8l "*,.. ^:',
.f ,,.- l*!ip
: ,,_!i.
in6te makes c1ear, the determination
nnlrv
i" .i'i"
".^.; L q I il
\*
I

of a parcial overlapping, where two distinct (tci the linguist!) sounds
do not conErast in one environmenc but do in others, requires reference
Eo

a

morpherne

lisc, i.e.,

the linguist must, in

to elements which differ in meaning.

Some

he musE know rhac iS*-'J

And

Sense, know these morpheme differences;

and

-gI-:-g'i

are different in meaninq'

be sure, he can find and stace a distributional

To

correlate for this

I Tn. eyamDle and solution are from Harris (l95la:35 fn 11) and
(1951a:65 fn l4), respectively. Square brackecs enclose what
mav be Cermed "impressi-onisgic" (or broad ' as oPPosed to narrow)
"phoneEic cranscriptions"; see Harris (1951a:15 fn l6). Wfrere the
enclosed segment is submorphernic, the segments are sometimes terned
since
'thones' or, as pairr"'ise compared, 'allophones'. However, (some
lingui's.ts
linguists
diffent
by
Ehese Eerms are defined di.fferenCl;souncis
contrastinq
two
€.3. , HocketE (195E:107) maintainilq''-:'9;:
!l"t
simpler
the
phoneme)
same
'
-ihepurposes of illustration'
in f ree .'.ti.cio'l-etg not.allophonei- of for
Eerrrj.nologV
"iJii"e';.;;-il-piEierable

7
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morphemic

difference, but unless he suspects a difference in meaning,

he chn not be sure where co seek a distributional

difference.

Another example, closer t,o hooen shows again how knowledge of
sameness

or difference of meaning

may sornetines be ca11ed upon

in

order to decide whether a given contrast is phonemic. Here, we may
<x

seelceEeris p3lilgs, how much conventionality is involved in main-

taining that a phonemic distinction coincides with a difference in
meaning. In the case of / rekarnamiks/, /riyka'namiks/ (cited
by chomsky, somewhat misleadingly,

above

""t"1.". ".".)-of synonym{r,

on"

faces a series of choices. If (l) it is desired that the principle

l-

identifying phonemic contrast with a difference of meaning be preserved,
{"3t/
it night either be argued (a)ps there is no appreciable difference of
/\
meanJ.ng beteteen them, t,he contrast betlreen / rekatnamiks / arrd /,ivkatnamikg/
is not phonemic, i.€.,

that here fr] and [r:]
free varianrs of
"t.
a single phoneme, say /e/. The claim that there is no difference of
meaning between them

be shown

requires that, no difference in disEribution

can

to distinguish them. Anorher view of rhe marret (Ol-1,
>.-J

wirh Bl-och,l mainr"ir,"@i rhe [e1 ana [iv1
are not here in cornpletely free variaEion since Ehere is a differenE
associaEed most notably

connotation of elegance or learnedness at.t.ached Eo the two forms.
Hence, ir is rnaintained, the contrast is phonemic, say between

/c/ and /-i-/, again preserving the principle.

phonemes

This argumenE as well

requi.res that the claim of meaning difference (as different

morphemes)

be discribucionally supporced. Alternately, (2), one could simply

sa1'

' E.g., Bloch (L947), where rhe principle is scated in the form:"Phonemicallv
different forms chat occur in Ehe same environment, and are noE in completely free variation with each ocher. are morphemically different (347 fn l3)."
1

t,hat since non-contrasting forms may be morphemically different

(the case of homonyms), there is really no reason Eo preserve

Ehe

principle that phonenically contrasting forms must be different in
meaning. So, lE night be argued, /,eka'namiks/ and /rivka'namiks/

are phonenically contrast,ing but nonetheless do not differ in
And, once again, distributional

meaning.

support is required for this assertion.

These different choices do not exhaust the list

of options. And they

all do presuppose that, a difference in meaning correlates with
difference in distribution,

a

an assumption which requires qualification. I

- Cf. Harris (1951a:7 fn 4):"It may be presumed that any two morphemes
' A and B having different meanings also differ somewhere in distribuEion: t.here are some environments i.n which one occurs and the other
does not." To critlcs of distributionalisrn like Bar-Hillel(1954), rhis
principle appears vacuous since there seems no lray of saying a priori
in what environments a for:rr rnay occur and Ehus no way of surveying all
the environmenEs of occurrence of a given morpheme (or word). Thus BarHille1 argues that oculist and eye-doctor cannot be distributionally
distinguished when a f.rrguage iFviewea as Ehe totality of all possible
sent,ence-types, whereas if viewed as the Eotality of sentence-lokens
(i.e., occurrences), the principle is trivial. BuE Bar-Hillel construes
che siEuation too narrowly. Li.nguists (as Quine's prototypical gramrnarian
recognj.zes) would have very liEt1e to go on if some reasonable assessmenE
of what tcan occurt could not be made. It may be that, with respecE to
Ehe language as a whole (the totality of sentence-types), distribution
can legitimate only staEements about degree of synonymy. On this point,
I

t

,J

,i
s

\)

see Hoenigswald (1965) passim and
InEuiEively, it seeos right ro judge the degree of synonymy,
chat is, so-called nearness of meaning, by the effort needed
Eo make the search (i.e., for a discourse environment fitting
one but not the other of the Ewo forms 1n question - TR) suceessfuI. In this indirect and pragmatic, but centrally relevant wav,
atcempEs are constant,ly nade (...) to account for the distribution
of particular elements'in terms of the totality of their environmenEs t -- the speaker can consult his own potent,ial as to whaE
occurs and what does not (192).
The grammar of partiall1-ordered word dependences (see Chapcer 5) is
a cheoret.ical attemPc Eo account for accual word occurrences where Ehe
domaj.n of constraints is rest.ricted Eo sentence boundaries. And, it mav
be argued E,hat most or virtually all synonyms are local in the sense lhac
s-"-nonvmv' as sameness of discribution, ean accuallfEidemonstrated onlv
j.n sublanguage or <iiscourse, due Eo the additional restrictions upon word
cooccurrences; see Ehe discussion of the status of members of sublanguase
word classes and subclasses in Chapter 6 $3.

roJ

overlooking rhe internal

difficulrt_".{@il][Jrrt.n

jJ

:1t

F\

chomsky's argument for the irrelevance of semantic notions in

grannar, we have seen here that the insufficiency of the pair test

'n

Eo determine

'appeal

c.o

a phonemic solution for a language, in tandem with the

meaning' rnade in resolving these insufficiencies,

invalidates

the irrelevance argunent, as it pertains to phonemic analysis, altogether.
Chornskyts argument

has, however, succeeded in showing, against

Quine

I.
.
-), that phonenic contrast and difference of meaning need not al(and others
wavs coincide. Quine, it may be recalled, ci.ting Bloornfield and

Bloch and rrager as authoritiesr 2 rrr"f,rlly acquiesced in an apparentry

-I E.g., Benvenisce
. 1a m€me chose.tt

D

(L967 235) :"Etre

distinctif,6tre

significatif,

c'est

-)' Quiners attribuEion of this position to Bloomfield is not quige
correct.
rn a passage within the paginat,ion cited by Quine, Bloomfield writes:
The studv of significanC speech-sounds is phonology
Phonology involves the consideration of meaning. The meaning
of speech-forms could be scienrifically defined only if all
branches of science including especially, psychology and
phvsiology' were close to perfection. until that time, phonoLogy and, wiEh it, all the semantic phase of language study,
rests upon an assumption, the fundamental assumption of linguistics; we must assume that in every speech conmrunity some utterances are alike in forur and rneaning (1933:79).
rn a passage not. included within the bounds of Quine's citation,
Bloomfield returns to his "fundamental assumption'r:
our fundamental assumptlon implies that each linguistic form
has a constant and specific rneaning. If the forms are phonemically
dirferenE, ere suppose t,hat their meanines also are different -for instance, that each one of a seE of forms like quick, fasc,
swj.fc, rapid, speedy, differs from all the others in soie l6Erant
and con.rentional feature of meaning. we suppose, in short, that
chere are no actual synonyms. on t,he other hand, our assumption
implies also that if the forrns are semantically different(:..).
chey are not. 't.he same', even though they may be alike as to
phonetic forn. ...Difr-erenc linguistic forms which have the same
phonetic form (and differ, therefore, only as to meaning) are
knor"rt as homonvms. Since we cannot with certainty define meaninqs,
we csnnot;i"ays decide whether a given phonetic form in its various
uses has always the same meaning or reDresencs a set of homonrrms.
...A11 this shows, of course, that our basic assumption is Erue onlv
wilhln limits' even Ehough i.ts general cruch is presupposed not onlv
in linguisric studv, but by all our actual use of language (145).
These remarks show that whereas Bloorufield viewed mean1nq
a.r.".ssarv
"i

J\
B

bop
\)\

'g

A
I

+
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unavoidable definition of Ehe phoneme in terns of meaning.

The

existence of homonyms, point,ed to by Blooufield and seconded by
Chorosky, show Ehe
Chorusky

linitations

of such a deflnition. To be sure,

follows Quine's suspect inference that the llnguist's appeal

Eo sameness or difference of meaning is an appeal Eo synonymy.

x4

However, i.n as much a{('loca1')}fnonfW

can be explicitly

characEerized

in gramatical t.erms (see ChaPEer 6) , there need be
. f to speaking of synonymy, if the adequacy of such a
objectioni
A
characterization is clearly evaluable. Yet Ehe case of homonyms li.kewise
.

1
I

presents difficulties
For without

I

Some

for the irrelevance argument proposed by

sort of lreLiance on meaning',

hoqt

Chonsky.

is the linguist

to determine whether !\.ro non-eontrasting lrord occurrences are occurrences
of tthe Samer word, or are homonyms? AS we saw above, Chomskyts argument
for irrelevance of sem:ntical notions simply begs Ehis issue by assuming
Ehe existence

of

homonyms. Here

how considerations

again, it is insEructive to

see

of meaning, supported by distributj.onal stalement'

enEer into granmaEical analysis in the resolution of the problem

of

homonyms.
I
Consider the phonemic sequence /tuw/. - One could say that all

(conti.nued frorn previous page)

condition (wrongly, in view of our argunent above) for phonemic
distinctness, he did not mainEain thaE meaning was a sufficient
occasioned by hornonyroity, for
condit,ion, given the Ffficulties
phonemic distlnctness, contrary to Quine's allegation.
' An example taken from Harris (195la:199-200).
1
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occurrences of this sequence, as non-contrastinq, were repetiEions

*|\r,,

of the

.o.ohemic
t a morphemic
6 J.

5

cr:'',1\

ff
".. up

uo*ld-+f set
element wo*fa-+f

1

environment of occurrence (distribution/1-

'\(-

"!l

i.e., \.rere synonyms. llowever, 7d

morpheme,

same

some morphemes

llcref

have some environnents of occurrence Ehat are

sane or quite similar to other morphemes (though it may still

.rtt,

-since
Ehe

be

maintained that no two morphemes share all environments of occurrence).

it is desirable t,o partition the occurrences of /tuut/ into different
morphemes accordi.ng

to

hoqr

the range of environments i! occupies

is similar Eo that, occupied by other morphemes. The result of this
procedure night be to est,ablish /tuw/ as a member of at least three

recognized distincE classes of environments, €.9.r those where three, six,
+

a-

etc., occur, where also occurs, where with, from, at etc. occur.

Thus

it is possible to base a rnulEimorphemic partitioning of the occurrences
of /tuw/ on fonnal, distributional grounds: a different meaninq (alternately,
a morphemic difference)

may be assigned

to those occurrences where it is

replacable by different sets of morphemes. But this hardly shows that
meaning is irrelevant to the attainment of this formal solution. Note,

first of all, Ehe distributi<.'na1 solution does not resolve all homonymities,

,

I

i.e., where the different
llore importantly,

Ehe

morphemes share Ehe same environments

of occurrence.

notion of 'replacable' requires amplification: replacable

salva qua? And here, if the case for irrelevance i.s to be sustained, it

t-

!.5.

t

We

were afraid llax cor'-dntt bear t.o; hle were afraid llax couldntt

bear cwo: !'ie were af raid ]tax couldn'E bear

f rL'

t.t -ta
-t

-"

, t,

l-*t^

{b

,lr-i

<. <"

*r.2t'

<t

<'{.' -t7e I

l
,

must

.
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be shown thaE semantic notions do not enter into the determination
of t'grarnmaticality t or twe1l-f ormedness r or similar notions (see

below). Finally, and most obviously, many elements have distributions
which are only cornplexly statable (perhaps only as a listing)

in non-

t.ransformational terms. In this regard, many elements for which

a

multimorphenic solutlon is not sought (e.g., expect, before, etc.)
cannot be dis.tinguished from those where it is. Clearly, it is the

indication of a difference in meaning which motl.vates the search for
distributional regularities wlth other morphemes. I Ttre formaL
solution to the problem of homonynlty nay thereforJ be said to

be

a reconstruction in explicit terms of a perg,eived dj.fference in
meaning. I! cannot be viewed as serrring in 1leu of, or without
such a perceived difference.

The data of neani.ng are, in consequence,

neither irielevant to deteruining phonemic dlstinctness nor to resolving
{
homonymityr BS chomsky's argument allelges. rt remains, at this point,
Eo consider whether Chornskyts argument

for the irrelevance of semantic

nocions in the determinaEion of grarnrnaticality or well-formedness

(Quine's "signifi.cant sequences of phonemes") fares any better.
As is well-known, the (in)famous sentence Colorless green ideas

sleep furiously is a purported counter-example to claims (which, we
have seen/iare
associated with Quine 2) that a definition of 'graurnatical)

ness'must be based upon semanti.c notions. The case, as presented in

LSLT

- )loreover, the transformational demonstration Ehat, €.g., t\ro occurrences
of expecc in apparently different environments,are repetitions requires
ttreGiitical
notion qf paraphrase, reconstruct,ed in Eerms of a parrial
order ot word dependenCes; see Chapter 4 52 and Chaprer 5 53.
- The nocorleE.y of the example stems from the published work, Syntactic
StrucEures, where Quine is noc idencified as propoundine this posltj.on
I
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is iniEially set uP as follows:
two major nocions in the'theory of
Quine discinguishes
tsignificancerr and suggesEs chaE
tsvnonvmyt
and
, meaning,
gramrlar relies on boCh for the determination of Ehe subject
matEer of a linguistic descriptlon. ..-Is iE correcE to
identify fgrammaticalness' wich 'significance'? I think
Ehat iE is not. If we cake 'meaningfulness' or 'significance' seriously, I think ne musc admit Ehar

(2) I noticed a round square
ot(3) colorless ereen ideas sleeP furiously
are thoroughll' meaningless and non-significant, but iE seems
t,o me that, as a speaker of English, I would regard these as
in some sense tgrammaticalt sentences, and it can certainly
be argued thac the escablishmenE, of cheir non-significance
falls ouEside the domain of grarnnar. I
Chomsky proceeds

to note

Ehac,

a speaker of English will nornally

read (3) wich Ehe standard intonation pattern of an English sentence'

(=4),

whereas a sencence like f,,rriorrsly sfeep id
che word order is permut,;ao-front,

will be read with

where

"Ehe

inEonation pattern characteristic of a sequence of unrelated words,
each word with a falling

t
intonation". '

It is only later, in Chapter

iV ("GramrnaEicalnes""i\atra an explanaEion is proposed for these
\
descripcive 'facts'. Herelwhat is to be explained is a distinction
beEween what

is termed the I'qrammatical nonsense" of (3) and tire

"unqrammatical nonsense" of (a):

(A)ny speaker of Engl-ish will recosni:e at once Ehat (17 (=3))
is an absurd English sentence(25), while (18 (=4)) is no Enelish
sentence at all, and he will consequently eive Ehe normal intonaE:-on paEtern of an English sentence Eo (ti (=3)). but not Eo (1S
(=a))
This distinctionlan be macie...by developinq a norion
of sencence form, and demohstratinq thac (tZ (=3)) is an instance
of the qranmaEi.cal sentence form Adjective--Ad-j ective--Noun--Verb
--Adverb, which is gramnatical by virtue of such senEences as
(19) re.rolutionary new ideas appear infrequently
thac might well occur j-n normal Enqlistr. 3

r (ry))aiL-ii).
,. ^.
_

(r-3E).
( I\'-li7) ; f oocnote (15) obset:ves: "itore oroperly, an absurd senri-English
senlence, when we have seE up ciegrees of grammaticalness." The issue of
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There are

C\^ro

contentj.ons here. The first

is simply a matter

of empirical fact: that (3) w111 be read wit,h the "normal" intonation
pactern of English sentences

whereas (4) will not.

The second is

that, (3), for which intuitive well-forrnedness ls clairned, is granumtical
in virtue of its being an instance of the Adj-Adj-N-V-Adv "granmtatical
sentence form". From this second claim, it follolts isunediately,

Ehough

is not asserted, that (4), for which intuitlve ill-formedness is

v

,
is ungraunatical, there being no grammatical sentence form
alleleed.
, T-

of the type Adv-V-N-Adj-Adj of which it is an instance. Thus the
notion of a grarrrnatical senEence forn is invoked as a formal recon.itruction of the intuiti-on of native speakers thaE a particular
word sequence is well-formed. NoEe that this sense of 'formal reconstruct,ion' is differen! from the forrnal reconstrucEi-on of intuiEions
of phonemic disCinctness for which the paired utterance Eest, a purely
non-senant,ic and operat.ional procedure, qtas claimed to be sufficient.
Whether (3) as a matter of fact has the characteristic intonaEion

contour of a normally asserted English senEence (and (4) does not) is

a problern for careful psycholinguistic investigation. Certainly

chose

co whom the example is familiar cannoE be viewed as non-biased informanEs
capable of rendering a 'typical'

response. The more important clain is

Ehe second one which may be stat.ed
sequence S has Ehe

in Ehe following way: (a) if a

word

structural forrn Adj-Adj-N-V-Adv, which is a qranmatical

(contj-nued from previous page)
degrees of gramrnaticalness , which obviously re11es on a corresponding
norj.on of degrees of accepcability or some other ernpirical cont.rol\as
a long and chequered history in generative grammar; see Nervmever (1980:
30 ff) and Ehe earlv paper of Katz (1964b) for some of the issues involved.

roy

sentence form, then S is intuitively

well-formed in the judgements

of native speakers of English (presunably, Chornsky's

argumenE has

a more general inEended import, but the examples given are clted
as insEances of English sentence forms). And, as pointed to above,
a consequence of (a) is (b) : if a word sequence S'has the structural
form Adv-V-N-Adj-Adj, which is not a gramatical sentence form, then
S is noE iutuitively

well-formed.

Leaving aside for the moment the obvious query concerning the

status of the presumed categories, Adj, V, N, etc., it 1s at

once

I

apparent' thac t,here are count,erexampl-es to both of these clairos
ready t,o hand. Against (a) there are sequences of the form Adj-AdjN-V-Adv which are easi.ly inaginable as being read with the list

intonation which

Chorusky

holds a characteristic of ungrarurnatical

D

sequences, final unordered sauces pick almost, political

musty pebbles

are apparent.ly, etc.0n the other hand, against (b) there are
of the form Adv-V-N-Adj-Adj which do

seem

intuitively

sequences

well-formed

and

capable of sacisfying the intonatiolal criterion proposed by Chomsky:
always dye shi-rts greenish b1ue,2

etc.

,

Admj.tEedly, pending some definiEive test for intuit,ive \,rel1-

formedness, t,he status of counterexamples to (3) and (Z+) is no better,

,.

6-\

bucfifeichey'Xors{, Ehan Ehe clairned status of (3) and (4). However,

v-.-,--J

t.he counterexamples do point up t.hat Chomskyts argument, based on

(3) and (4) for the irrelevance of semancic notions to the determinacion

I

An expanded version of che following argument.
Carli.ng (1982 : 76-83) .

-1 )Ioore and Carlinq's (1982:80)

example.

is given by )loore

and
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of well-fotmedness, is a very weak
.

Noce

one.

also that Choruskyts argument concer-ning (3) and (4) appears

to assume that the native English speaker has intuitions of linguistic
form which are expllcable (reconstructable) in terms of strings of
f

ormal syntactic categories (sentence f orms) , f or as it st.ands, it

entails that no

maEt,er which words preassigned

substituted into

Ehe corresponding

to a given category are

place in a "grarnnatical sentence

ford", Ehe result will be an intuitively

attestable sentence. We have

already i.ndicated how one species of counterexample to thls claim
nay be generated. There is stil1 another. Since very many (virtually

all) words trtay tbelongf in their various occurrences to dlfferent
ones of the traditi.onal grannnatical categories, basing claims of

granrm:ticalicy upon conformity to specified strings of categories
would appear to sirnply beg the question of

how [words

_ -

( occurrences
t{*;fte assigned to a given caEegory. For
t |

-

t

.-t -

example, how is

one t.o know that (4) furiously sleep ideas green colorless has

the strucEure Adv-V-N-Adj-Adj and not that of Adv-N-N-Adj-Adj,
/4_\?

since we havefMax needs some sleep,Ejj/rhich

can be Eaken as

t-

an instance of N-V-Adj-N ? Furthermore, since the establishing

of sentence forms is incended as a

means

of projecting beyond a

corpus (see below), it is clear that Ehe account given must

be

noodified Eo prevent rovergeneratlon' along the following lines.^
f.l

As an example of che N-f-{av gramnat,ical sentence form
!!1'Cv{f

.",.-.

-)--brrre- John

f

"frlo"'iEltt

runs quickly) we may have both Hope springs eternally
Ji-

L7L

and Sprlng hopes eternally .

Since N therefore includes hope, spring

andiV includes springs, hopes, we can generaEe both hope hopes eternally
and spring springs eternally as instances of N-V-Adv, yet it is highly

doubtful that these can be considered intuitlvely

well-forured in

any

demonstrable sense. These objections are very elenentary but they do,

agai.n, point to Ehe weakness of Chomsky's argument as presenEed, showing
Ehat the case for the irrelevance of semantic notions to grarutrar requires

additional details (such as a notion of 'being in construction with'
as rnight be defined in tems of phrase structure, or a notion of
'degrees of gramaticalityt,

'

see below).

There are deeper, an'd more fundmental, objections to Chomsky's

case for irrelevance.

LeE us returrl to the question of the status of

the categories

by exanples (3) and (4).

assumed

Since Chomskyrs argument.

purports to demonstrate the irrelevance of 'significance' (or other
semant,ic

notions) Eo the determination of grarnmatical form,

must be required, first,

Chen

it

that a system of cat.egories can be specified

in a purely fornal way, and, second, that the assignment of

words

Eo the part,icular categorles rnay also be shown to be withouE any

relj-ance on semantic considerations.

How

can a system of categories

adequate for the reconstruction of the intuitive

,

sense of granmaticalness,

I
be purely forrnally constructed? This problem, Chomsky recognized, i,
not separable from another: thaE of specifying what. 'could'be in

Ehe

language on the basis on what is observed to be in Ehe language' i.e.,
'I

' (1955a:IV-lL5/6): "(W)e rnight say Ehat a speaker projects his finite and
somewhat accidenEal linguistic experience to a set of more and more comprehensive exEensions. ...Ihe most reasonable model for explaininq and
reconstrucEing this projecEibility seems to be based on the notion of
s]'ntact j.c caEegorv. "
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the problem of projecting from a given corpus Eo the remaining
sentences of the language. There are, Chomsky argues, Ewo ilimediate

*,

+
facing so-ca11ed\'procedural'pttemPts to formally set
\/
up a system of syntactic categories distributionally, i.e., directly

difficulties

by substicution tests.t rn any given corPus, it is likely that Ehere
balL
is not enough regularity -- no two words will share exactly the
sane set of contexts -- and Eoo much: there are some environments

o""rrt.2 I'Ihat one ends up with is a somewhat
""t
arbitrary class of tdiagnostic' environments and a list of exceplions

where almost any word

and this is not a result which has any demonstrated validlty
sentences noE in the corpgs. IE appears highly unlikely that

for
a

set of cat,egories havlng applicability over the entire language
can be constructed on the basis of formal substitutlon techniques

applied to a corpus. In view of the difficulties

with "procedural"

approaches co rhe problem of synt,actic categories, another approach

to che matter is available which requires, however, a certain "lowering
' (1955a:IV-133):"A substitution technique would be procedural in
the sense that it would lead from the data directly to Ehe correct
graumar, that, is, iE would offer a practical and mechanical discovery
procedure for grannars. It would tell us how to actually go about
building the c1asses."
-') (IV-120):"In any sample of linguistic material' no two words can be
expecged to have exactly the same set of contexts. On the oEher hand,
many words whj.ch should be in different categories will have the same
context in coumon....Thus substit,ution is eiEhejitoo narrow, if we
require complet.e mutual substiEutability for cfierubership in a
svntacEic cacegory..., or too broad, if we reqirtre only that some
conEext be shared."
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of aims" regarding the justification

of gra'nnars. * This approach

involves the postulation of a "completed syntactic solution" which
may then be

contrastively evaluated vis-a-vis another proposed

solution, in a purely fornal, indeed mechanical,

manner:

I think iE can prove int.eresting Eo lower our aims Eo
che weaker correspondence bet\"reen theory and particular
grarnqFrs, and to try Eo construct a definition of syntacEic category that begins noE with a distributional
characteristic of words, but with a certain measureable
characteristic of completed syntacEic solutions; that is,
a definition that merely enables us to assign a value,
say a number, to each proposed analysis, as Eo which is
the better, wiEh no concern as to how, in fact, these
analyses \rere constructed. 2
Adequacy

requires that Ehe syntactic categories in a

granunar

of

a

particular language be set up in accordance with a general definition
of syntactic category given by a general theory of language strucEure.
Proceeding from a definition of a system of categories, a "completed

soluEion" may be sought in a meEhodology in which the notion of

'projecEion' is fundamental. Following an assignment of the

words

of a presented seE S of sentences to syntactic categories, a set of
sentence forms rnay be constructed (as the Adj-Adj-N-V-Adv "grammatical
sentence form" of exarnple (3)).

already

E,o

To do this, as Chomsky remarks, is

project beyond che given corpus S; a sentence form

characterLzes a finit,e but (depending on Ehe size of the vocabulary)

r4_
arbicrarily large sec of senEences. A string of categories (sentence
-I. Recall the discussion in 53.3 above.
-) (1955a:IV-134); Chomsky notes, however, that substitucion procedures
nav not altogether be dispensed with: "Even though the substitution
procedure will not lead directly to the system C (of syntactic caEegories),
it may reduce significanEly the number of alternative analyses t.hat have
co be evaluated. Hence if we do have an effective evaluation procedure,
ic, becomes quire import,ant t,o develop substitution procedures (...) even
i{;hese prove Eo be only partially effecti.ve in themselves (IV-156 /7)."
)"* (,--,
I\'-rqd ) .
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rr

f,
forro) generates lr.6""rrt"nce( satisfying its categorial configuration. I
a'

YI/t

, -' i,"' i. ,.J '^
For varioul
g, the set, S

is' to be analyzed in

terms of a system C
\L
'tgztL^
,
--'
of- n syntactic categoriesr.rr{i{the sentence foras framed in terms

of C. Thus S is projeeted to another set S* which sen/es as
basis for study

at #

t,he

'higherr levels of analysis than the

'fsyntactic analysi.s" conducted in terms of the n category analysi" q.2
In this vtana set of sentences is constructed which w111 be a closer
)
and closer approxim'tion to che target set of all and only the
sentences of a language, which is assumed to be somehow given in
aovance.

At Ehe leve1 C, Ehe problem is t,o dete:mine (a) the best analysis
of the corpus S in terms of a

syst.em

of n categories and (b) to speeify

an evaluation procedure vhich selects a ninimal n such that an n category
/

analysis compares favorably wiEh both an n*l and an n-l category analysis.*
As n increases, the word members of t.he various n categories

become

smaller in number and projection will be more limited and selective.
I (
I 95 5a : IV- I 18 / 9)
2

5

.

"SyntacE,ic analysis" is defined in terms of C at (IV-f18/9),see further below;
"projecEion" for study at, fhigher' levels is-sunmarized at (rv-t7o/L).
(Iv-147 /8) ; cf. Chornsky (1957a:85).

(rv-138): "our aim here is Eo select a certain n such that rhe
n-cat,egory analysis compares very favorably with the n-l cateqorv
analysis, but, is not much worse than the n*l category analysis, that
is, such that Ehere is a large drop in thlnunber of sentences generated when we move from the n-l category analysis to the n-category
analysis, buE only a srnall drilp in moving from the n-caEegory anal1'sis
Eo che n+I cat.egory analysis."
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However, in line with the explicitly

stated schem:tic and progranmatic

character of LSLT, which is not to be described as a "proposed theory of

linguistic structure" but rather t.o be understood as a "sketch of a theory
...suggesting a program of research, i.e., a specific model for syntactic
description to be t,ested and elaborated", I

regarding (b), no derails

are forthcomi.ng as to how an evaluation measure which selects a minimal
n aE the level C is to be defin.ed 2 and, with respect to (a), only a
rough outline is given of how a system of categories c may be seE up

for English. Essentially, a syntactic analysis assigns words t,o rnembership
in various major classes and subclasses which are previously

"ss,g.d.3
For English, four basic categories are assumed: N, v, Adj, and x = "everyz,
b3', i . c-'G1ccr*'' 3
thing else". " In additlon to ttr.se,
*e*€{
numerous subclasses
9<+h+eh

are posited in order to account for t,he apparent fact that
ia4^lA\

speakers of a language can #.f

utterances never previously encountered
in terms of "their degree of rbelongingnesst to Ehe languaee". For example.
I

')

(1955a:rntroduction") :"rt would be misleading,then, to describe this
as a proposed theory of linguistic structure (0-v)."; "The resulting
skeEch of a theory should be understood,..., as suggesting a program
for research, i.e., a specific rnodel for syntactic description Eo be
Eesred and elaborated (0-iv). "

(rv-r39):"At, Ehis poi.nt rrre can only speculate about which function
should be chosen for minimi.zation. There are several possi.ble choices,
and aE this point there seems to be no compelling reason for making a
choice one rtav or another. This decision turns upon the empirical consequences of the various choices, and we simply haven't Ehe requi.site
data at this stage of our knowledge."
(rv-I16):"Let us assume Ehat we have a finite set of sentences, the
corpus, with word division marked. The corpus rnight contain, for
j.nstance, 12(a) John came (b)
assisn
!i!1 qte (c) John saw Bill erc. I,/e
Ehese words co cflGJet,rsffiis
a"$i6E-$rr..".:." -.;;i;;i,
of che words of che language i,le can now associateTilEEtt sE"etrc"
of words a sequence of classes, replacing each word by the class to ruhich
it belongs. Thus if we assign tJohnt, tBillr to the class N and rcame'.
tatet, tsawt c.o the class v, we will have NV, NV,
and N\IN as sequences
of classes correspondi.ng, respectivery, ro (l2a), (i2b), and (lic)."

+

z

rrv

r'1P r

Lto

the following sentences night all be new in English:
(9) look aE the cross-eyed elephant
rr
i (10)

rt

r'

rr

kindness
tt

(11) "
f rorn
"
buE I think lE is clear thaE any naEive would arrange
them in Ehis order with respect to 'belongingness' to
English.

Data of this Eype show that the goal of reconstruction of the naEive

to project frorn his liroited linguistic experience to
2 Tor"td"
nelr utlerances is the notion of "degree of graunaticalness".
speaker's ability

this end, if it is
man does
granrma
't

.('

o

._..Xw
/"-.' .i .q
( , ...\- ('^rr,f'
.,:''.
,*'
;

assumed

that a sentence like look at the cross-eyed

occur in the corpus, Ehen (9) will have a high degree of

cicalness

since 'Ean' and elephant' are presumably co-members of the
sna1l subclass of anim:te comrnon noun, and thus (9) conforms
co the selective'sentence fora staEed in terms of this sma1l
class. (10) is less grannn:tical, since tmant and tkindnesst
are co-oembers of no class snaller than rhe larger class
Noun, and (11) is still less grauunaEical, since the-only
class containing both 'man' and 'from' is presumably the
class of all words. 3

Posj.cing a subclass of N, "animate comnon noun", thus accounts for
(9)'s apparent,ly high degree of 'belongingnesst Eo English which

rnay

be attested to by native English speakers. The larger Ehe number of
subclasses, set up on these grounds, the smaller the number of

of each subclass. The proliferation of subclasses i.n Eurn

members

means a

corresponding increase in the number of sentence types and a corresponding
decrease in the number of sentences projecEed from the presenEed corpus.

(i955a:Iv-ll5).
Since (11) is presumably not a sentence, Chomsky
should preferably refer to (9) - (ll) as "utterances...new to Enqlish"
2

(rv-I l6)

J

(rv-ll8).

.
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As noted above, the restrictiveness of an n-category analysis is

to !e assessed with respect to both an n-l and an n*l category
analysis and a function is to be defined which selects Ehe optimally
minimal n.
Wtrile our suulrary here is not exhaustive, it nonetheless

suffice to

sho$r how Chomsky's

account of tprojection'in

may

terms of

syntactic categories is intended to formally reconstruct the native
speakerrs projection from "his finite and somewhat, accidental linguistic
experience" Eo wider and wider sets of senEences. But in what sense of

rformaf is this a formal reconstruction? Certainly, nothing has
shown

been

pertaining to the proclaimed irrelevance of semantic notions

to the determinaEion of fgrarnmat,icalnesst. On the contrary, precisely

t

where such a demonstration j.s required -- in setting up the syntact.ic

categories and in the partitioning of Ehe vocabulary of the corpus

(or che language)

among Ehem

-- we find only Ehat a "completed soluti.on"

are reprieved from any "concern as to how, in fact,
I To be sure, the
Ehese analyses r.rere constructed".
criterion of
is

assumed and Lre

formality is upheld when j-E comes to evaluating "completed solutions";
this is to be the outcome of an

aJEuBeg

purely formal, indeed mechanical,

procedure. But whatever Ehe merits (which seem exceedingly doubtful in
an empirical science) of such a scheme for theory comparison and justi-

ficacion, the provision of a fornal method of theory selection does not
CAAI\}TAX+

-:alr:'
17<v.tnorisran argument for the irrelevance of semanties in specifying the

L
- (,.^-I955a: IV-134) , ciced above.
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che fundamental notions in terms of which a theory is framed.

And

one might well question the clained ttirrelevance" of sewrntics to

a "completed solution" where subclasses such as "animaEe

conymon

noun" are set up. Is the word virus a member of thls subclass?
word cutlet, or enzyrpe? What is the criterion?

It is hardly conceivable

that che extension of this subclass admits of a purely fomal
non-sem:ntic specification, unless of course, questions are

by speaking of 'synt,actic ' and r semantic O_t
.*

The

s **)

and

begged

lg4.r: *t €.Jl-.,

',,<

Thus Chomsky in his (f955a) says that "lexical formative rules"
associate the lexical entry boy with the syntactic features
(+Cornrron), (+Human), etc. while no formal criteria are mentioned
which justify this assessment,. Sinilarly, selectional rules are
considered synt,actic though the features stated by the rule mighr
more ususally be considered semantic. For instance, the selectional

rule for the aregory V (verb) is

)

f(+Abstracr) Aux -\
(-lustract) Aux - |
|
(+v) + cs/ { - uer (+eninare) I
(" - Det (-Animate)
J
where CS abbreviates "complex symbol", the bracketed expression of
specif ied synt,actic f eat,ures (p. 95) . Elsewhere, however ullfrp+s-fV
considers the possibility that selectional rules such as.specify
boy as (+Human) and frighten as permitting an Abstract Subject and
AnimaEe Object rnight acEually be taken over by "the semantic component"
of the model of generative gramrnar proposed here. This would be a change
which, he assercs, would do "little violence Eo the strucEure of the
grarnmar" (p.153). The crlterion for what is rsyntactic'and lrhat is
tsemanti-ct is clearly stated: "to call a feature of a lexical entry
a tsyntactie featurer when it is involved in a strictly syntactic rule"
(154). Of course, a "strictly syntact.ic rule" belongs to the'syntactic
componentt of Ehe gralular. llcCawley(1973b:1) voices a criticism of
ASPECT'S broad construal of svntax to include selectional restrictions.

1,7

3.4 Tlle Autonony Thesis. Since 1955,
a view which has

become known

of syntax" (a.k.a. the

Chomsky

has consistently urged

as the thesis of the

"autonomous systems

manifold changes and reformulations

made

"autonomy

view"). Arnidst

the

within generative

grammar

during this period, the autonomy thesis stands forth

intact,

remaini.ng the most

visible continuity linking

the

various models of grarmnars proposed since 1955, gramnars
which have otherwise diff ered

F;G\lej, specif ics and *o{"metatheory (see Chapter 4 53). The persisrence of the autonomy
-+
t --J
thesis may be seen in examining various expressior," oiLtallusions/to,

it"fpnadeJ

thfbughour rhis period.

of meaning i-s an essential task of linguistics;
iE is certainly important to find some way of describing
language in use. But this is not the study of grammaticaI structure. ...The theory of linguistic form does not.
The study

3

have semantic foundations (1955a:I 43-4).
Grammar

is best formulated as a self-contained
of semantics (1957a:105).

independent
s

tlr

study

...the widely voiced (but, for the moment, totally empty)
claim that semanti-c considerations somehow determine
syntacEi-c st.ructure or distributional properties (1965a:
229, fn 13).
I tried to show Ehat every clear formulation of a
hypothesis concerning the alleged necessity to define
synEactic notions in semantic terms led to incorrecc
results. Thinking abouc Ehese questions led to what
was later termed the hypothesis of autonomy of syntax.
The more I think about it, the more iE seems to me
that this thesis is quire natura1....I also know of
no substantjal argument that it is incorrect....
IE seems to me that the elements of syntax are not
established on a semanti.c basis, and that the mechanisms
of svnEax...funct.ion independently of the other componenEs of the grammar, whi.ch
(L979b:138-9)

are interpretive

comDonenEs

9
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Explicitly challenged by a

deveJ-opment

within generative granrnar

(roughly 1955 - 1975) known as ttgenerative semanticstt, the

autonomy

thesis was rei.terated and emphasized as a "working hypothesis":

D

A central idea in much of structural linguistics was that
the formal devices of language should be studied independently of their use. The earliest work in transformational
generative granmrr took over a version of this thesis, as
a working hypothesis. It seems Ehat grarnmars contain a
substructure of perfectly formal rules operating on phrase
markers in narrowly circumscribed erays. Not only are these
rules independent of meaning or sound in their function,
but it mey also be that the choice of t.hese devices by
che language learner (...) may be independent, to a significant extent, of eonditions of meaning and use. If we
could specify the extent precisely, the working hypothesis
would become a true enpirical hypothesis. . . . (T)he extensive studies of meaning and use that have been undertaken
in recent years have not given any serious i.ndication that
questions of meaning and use are involved in the functioning or choice of grammars in ways beyond t.hose considered
in the earliest speculations about these matters, say in
Chomsky (1957 = our 1957a) (1969b:198-9).
(T)he Eheory of formal grannar has an internal integriry
and has its distinct structures and properties....It seems
to me reasonable to adopt the working hypothesis that t,he
struct.ures of formal graunar are generated independently,
and that these structures are associated with semantic
interpretations by princi.ples and rules of a broader semi-

otic theory

(1975b257).

But from the above, it appears that the autonomy thesis
Eaken as making several, prima facie different,

may be

sorts of claims:

(l) that semanEic notions are not involved in the definirion of the
pri-mitives of the (consequently, fornal) sJ/nEactical or grammatical
Eheory; (2) that syntax nay be studied separately and independently

of considerations of meaning and the use of language; (r) that the
funccioning of syntactic rules is independent of these considerations;
and (4) that the lauguaqe learnerts "choice" of a grarnmar occurs larqelv

rB1

independently of conditions of meaning and use.

this chapter that a large portion of
we ar$,ued)

LSLT

We

have seen in

ls devoted (unsuccessfully,

to establishing (1). (2> is not quite as straightforuard

as it night appea! since, over the years, the definition of a grannnr
has changed from a "self-contained study Lndependent
one where an

Chapter

expliclt semantic

4 S3).

critics of the

0,n

component

several occasions,

autonomy

of semantics" to

is lncluded (see below

Chomsky

has responded to

and

unnamed

thesis that the thesis does not entail that the'

study of meaning Ls not a concern of llnguistics, or that "semantic
I

considerations" are not, relevant for linguistic theory. The intent
of. this version of the autonomy thesis clearly is not to enjoln against

fthe-study of ueaning'in linguistics, or to deny that semantic facts

constitute an important part of the domain of relevant data for

a

candidate gramrrnr. (3) may be illustrated by the contention that

certain kinds of syntactic rules, called "transformations" (such

as

the passive) "appl(y) btinaly to any phrase-marker of the proper form,
caring nothi.ng about meanings or grammatical re1ations",2 rhereas (4)
'7,

'I

z^,
-.
^ E.g., (1975b:44): "To
show this strong{(agtonomy thesis to be fa1se,
ic will not suf fice, then, to shor^r thaYihere are systematic relations becween semantic and syntactic notions. This assumption is
not and has never been in question;.... It would be surprising indeed
co find importanE formal elements that are devoid of semantic imDort."
Cf. ( I969b; 199) and (1979b: i38).
)
-(1969b2L97);
preceding this is the statement that "Each transformation
appJ-ies Eo a phrase-marker on the basis of the formal configuratj.ons
expressed in it, and quite independently of Ehe meanings or granunati-cal relaEions expressed by these formal configurations."
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may be taken

as reflecting the metatheoretical requirement, examined

above, that choice among roughly enpirically equivalent grarmars is

to

be, made

by a formal eval-uation metric that nechanically selects

the highest-valued ("siurplest") candidate graunar among those "externa11y" (or "descriptively") adequate. As we shall see in Chapter 4 53,

this requirement of formal evaluation of candidate
apparenEly been surrendered

in the most recent

grarnrnars has

models

of generative

gramurr.

There

is, in addition, a certain lack of corunonality regarding

the standing intended for the autonony thesis,
s

as an idealization which, if fruitful,

some

may prove

interpreting lt

itself a useful

working hypothesis,l while Choursky himself, as the quotations above

illustrate, inclines to the non-conditional statement that it is

t

workinB hypothesi.s but perhaps not
Perhaps the

najor difficulties

a

yet an empirical hypothesis.

to be eneountered in attempting to

evaluate the autonomy thesis, however, lie not so much in determining

just what it maintains, but rather in the fact that any evaluation
presupposes

a clear line of demarcation between "syntactic"

"semantic" noEions. Thus, the thesis of autonomy of syntax

and
becomes

an inEeresting one only subsequent to a responsible and non-question
begging

delimitation of what is "formal-"

and what

is not, together

with a demonstration of the non-relevance of non-formal

and non-

svntactic consideratj.ons in treating problems properly of the autoI

' In their "Introduction"

Eo a volume appropriately tltled Formal
S)'ntax, Culicover, Wasow, and Akarnajian (L977) write:
eni' science i-s founded on certain idealizations. The legitimacv
of such idealj.zarions is measured by the fruitfulness of- the theories
they lead to. Insofar as an idealization contributes to advancing
our understanding, 1t is a reasonable working hypothesis. The autonomous syst.ems vj.ew is an idealization; thus the question is not
whether there are autonomous systems in some absolute sense, but
racher the assumption that there are (sic) leads to significant
insights into the nature of language."
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thus demarcated. I As we have seen, Ehe account
of rgrarrnaticalnesst presented in LSLT does not support, nor

nomous domain

really constirute an argurd"at-;F'th" pro"laimed doctrine of

the

irrelevance of semantic notions to problems of llnguistic form,
\lte cL" ri^'.Grorf,that
semantic considerations (including Quine's "significance")
\/\?d+{€+ PLaynF role in the reconstruction within linguisti.c theory
I

of the native speaker's intuitions of well-fornedness. Nor is
an argument to this effect to be found ln the abridged presentation

of the doctrines of

LSLT contained

this, the quotations

above show

in Synt,actic Structures.

that

Despite

chonsky has subsequently

made

repeated reference to t,he.sufficiency of the purported case offered in
these early works on behalf of the thesis of autonomv, a sufficiencl'

l

meriting its maint.ainence as a "reasonable working hypothesis".
I

' After LSLT, the autonomy thesis is raised again in detail only
in Chomsky (1975b); here Chornsky outlines how such a demarcation
night be made: "Suppose that among the prinitive notions of linguistj-c theory we can distinguish some that are'semantict and others
that. are 'formalt. Thus we rnight take such notions as tsynonymous',
'significantr r tdenotesr, rsat,isfiesr r trefers to concrete objects',
to be core notions of semantics ,. .. , prinitive in our linguistic
theory; while the prinitives of phonetic theory, or'is an utterance
of a corpus' (possibly idealized), or those of footnotes 16 and 22
(dealing with (a) the availability of "as much mathematical apparatus...as needed for the constructj.on of theoretical notions", and
(b) Ehe supposition that " rwordt and fdeviant' (i.e., corrected by
the linguistic community) are prirnitives", respectively -- TR), oay
be taken t,o be formal notions. Given a bifurcation of the prinitive
noti.ons into 'formalt and fsemantict, w€ can ask, for each defined
concept, whether terms of one or the other category appear in 1ts
definition (our version (1) of the auronomy thesis
...Consider the purely f ormal concept,s. we may ref er to -.TR).
fhe thec --y concerning these as'the theory of linguistic formr. LIe might discover
that this theorl' -- which excludes the core notions of semantics -is virtua111'nul1, or quite uninteresting. Or, at the other extreme,
we night find that it lncLudes an i.nteresting concept. of 'grarmrar'
and 'structure', perhaps all linguistic levels apart from semantic
represent,ation (41)." Attention may be calLed to the subjunctive
rnood of Ehis statement, as well as to the fact that the liStine
presented can by no means be considered exhaustive.
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How

night the autonomy thesis for s-lmtactic^(as

to ot,her granmatical concepts, such as the
be conEested? Si.nce

with the formal
concern

opposed

phoner">
--

@iliQ
\--l
syntax, by definition, has strictly to

arrangement

do

of words in sentences, without

for their meanings, or to a speakerts use of these

words,

that the legitinizing presupposition of at least ver-fL rCt r.*r rla.f rCiru
sions (l-3) of the autonomy Ehesis --^that meah'ing has never been
it

seems

Vz

shown

to be both useful and empirically controlled in determining

granuratical structure -- would be undermined by a demonstration

that a word's distribution (i.e., its range of occurrences)

could

be accounted for (and thijs 'explained') by a gramnntical theory
I

employing transformations, one

I

semanti.c condition

of the conditions of which is

the

of paraphrase, i.e., a speakerts recognition

that tv/o sentences A,and B, both containing occurrences of the
I{, f say the

word

A-t'|" -''.?

transformations with this condition
n,lsin1
1*a_ftreo?y' must deri-vationally relate the different occurrences of
_f L*,
a word to a canonical or ttbase'r grannatical environment, j,n-acr.dsirtg-a
showing

same' .

that indeed it is "the

same" word

in these different

occurrences.

A theory of this kind would thereby exemplify the contention that
meaning

is

needed

in order Eo determine which occurrences of

language are

repetitions, i.e.,

Ehe elements

of the

Eo even

the

define a classification of

language.

But there also appear to be empirical grounds for challenging
Eire autonomy

thesis itself.

For there are racher strong indications

I'--t.'-',

\v(l-.,
.l.{
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)

that insuperable difficulties face any attempt to account for
the observed distributions of a sizeable number of Lrords via
systam (and not

Jt$.trrg!)
/\

a

of purely formal rulesl.I Mot"o,o.r,

as Chomsky has recognized, the "gravest defect" facing grannars
whose

syntactic rules function independently of semantic consi-

derations is that they massively overgenerate:

of the theory of transformational gramnar
(i.e., transformational generative granmar -- TR) is its
enormous latitude and descriptive polrer. Virtually anything
The gravest defect

can be expressed as a phrase-marker,.... V:lrtual1y any imaginable rule can be desc::ibed in transformatloEal terms. 2
On

balance, it surely seems no less plausible to

assumption

t:-l

of formal- autonomy '@C,a
j*{ to try to restrict the

Ehat iE describes only occurrences of

l

abandon the

f"gruralism so
fi''^j{ \P-'r**"-uc
the language. ipe upon the

de facto surrender of the goal of accounting for the distribution of

the elements of the language, linguistic theory finds itself -- since
the word co-occurrences and speaker's judgements informed by the patterns

of word co-occurrence in his linguistic

cormnunity

are, after all,

the

linguistic theory -- launched on a new course pursui.ng
vastly different. goals and employing explanatory constructs with less
observables for

clearly understood ties to empirical observation (see the discussion in
Chapter 4 53).
In this context, the few remarks in

LSLT

pertaining to "underlying

form" and "underlying structure" are of special interest.
chornsky not,es

For here

that it is the character of the relevant linguistic

- The reference here is to the results of Gross et al discussed at the
end of Chapter 4 $2.
n,l e4of
tl
-) Chomsky (1969b :124-5).

,
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that insuperable difficulties face any attempt to account for
the observed distributions of a sizeable number of words via
system (and not

a

Jtfiatrrg!) of purely formal r.rles,l.l Mor.o,o.r,
/\

as chomsky has reeognized, the "gravest defect" facing gramnars
whose

syntactic rules function i.ndependently of semantic consi-

derations is that they massively overgenerate:
The gravest defect

of the theory of transformational granunr
(i.e., transformational generat,ive granmar -- TR) is its
enormous latitude and descriptive por,rer. virtually anything
can be expressed as a phrase-marker,.... V:lrtually any imaginable rule can be described in Eransformatlonal terms. 2
On balance, it surely seems no less plausible to abandon the
-W[;-.;tJ"..r".
assumprion of formar auronomy
the fgrmarism so
R^- I Lrr-r**.'-u<
Ehat it describes only occurrences of the language . W, upon the
de facto surrender of the goal of accounting for the distribution of

the elements of the language, linguistic theory finds itself -- since
the word co-occurrences and speakerts judgements informed by the patterns

of word co-occurrence in his linguistic corununity are, aft.er all, the
observables for l-inguistic theory -- launched on a ne\^/ course Dursuine
vastly different goals

and employing explanatory constructs

with less

clearly understood ties to empirical observation (see the discussion in
Chaprer 4 53).
In this context,

Ehe few remarks

in

LSLT

pertaining Eo "underlying

form" and "underlying structure" are of special interest.
Chomsky noEes

For here

that it is tha character of the relevant linguistic

The reference here is
end of Chapcer 4 $2.

to the results of
X,r e4od'
tl

Chomsky (1969b zL24-5)

.

Gross

et al

discussed

at

Ehe

r86

behavior, i.e., presunably that behavior evidenced in "intuitions

of lii-nguistic formrr, that forces upon the linguist an account of
this behavior in terms of underlying structure or

form:

in terms of C automatically produces
a certain prgjection of the corpis. Further projections
wi.1l be discussed below in terms of other structures.
We see, then, that the linguist is led to the study of
underlying form, and to the formulation of principles of
classification in terms of substitutability, sinpli.city
of function, sirnilarity of formal features, etc. ...This
emphasis on underlying structure does not arise from any
desire to impose a rigid and simplified system on the
actual variety of the real language.... (T)his emphasis
is forced on the linguist by the nature of the behavior
Describj.ng a corpus

he wishes

BuE

to investigate. I

\c'\,t'^-a-

as the quotation in fact shows, it ilhe

t
uu1
^
of
ar**{cnaracter

the methods proposed in LSLT for the 'formalf reconstruction of
D

i-ntuitions of grarunaticalness which nay be viewed as the primary
source of the enduring belief that explanatory appeal must be
Eo some

made

notion of structure or represencation underlying that of

words and

their relations of co-occurrence, a view which becomes

a major artlcle of faiEh in the subsequent rnentalist and overtly
psychological interpretations of generative granmar. Otherwise

put, the roots of the doctrine of "abstract underlying levels of
representation" may be traced to the position assumed in LSLT that

a native speakerrs intuiEions of linguistic form (i.e.,

'granrmati-

calness') are intuitions of, or are explicable in terms of strings

of

ant.ecedencly

specified synt.actic categories (i.e., sentence forms).

In t.his way, Ehe demand, in LSLT, for a formal reconstruction

I (tgs5.:rv-148/9).

L6/

/

of intuitions of linguistic form leads

Uy
-L a^agreeably natural

progression to later, avowedly mentalist, views of linguistic
theory positing the existence of "psychologically realf' underlying levels of representation rguidingf or othe::r.rise involved

in the production

and understanding

of 1"rrgrr"g".1 It follows

that formalism is a junping off point for mentalism, once the
rest.rictive fetters of operational definition, so characteristic
of the anti-mentalist,ic
{

:r}*

,,--'--'-----\

The (explanansr)
\-*-sl

program

of LSLT, are cast aside.

of grarnnatical theory

may

2

be taken as the native

speakerrs 'intuitions of gramnaticalnesst. However, there appears

tb be no way of isolatinf (a structure for) this intuition apart
from how particular intui-tions are evidenced with respect to

l

particular word sequences. Aecordingly, it is the pattern of
farniliar argumenE for the necessity of postulating "deep
structures" based on transformational relations between sentences
(see, e.8., Chomsky (1972:L6-7)) is, in fact, only a parricular
instanee of the more general case for underlying form, derivi.ng
(as we have seen) from a concern to reconstruct intuition in
purely formal and non-semantic terms. On the transformational
argument for "deep structure" and the accompanying empirical
difficulties facing such approaches which rinsertr lexical items
into formally generated structures, see Chapter 4 52 (end) and
t.he references cited there.
The

evidence of the tsea-changet involved in the Eransition of
generative grarmar from formalism to mentalism may be gathered by
Some

contrasting the following:

The form of t.heory that we have just described, where every
notion appearing in the theory is eompletely analyzed in terms
of a set of operational primitives, is a very strong one. A
r'/eaker concept,ion of scientj.fic E.heory can be given. But it.
seems to me Ehat this is a correct vray to state the goal of
E.haE aspecE of linguistic Eheory that we are here considering
(i955a: I-19).
Ic is sometimes assumed that operational criteria have a special
and priviledged position..., but this is surely a mistake. For

r88

word eo-occurrences informing these
indeed projects beyond a

intuitions (a pattern

which

fixed corpus) for which a graumatical

principle of composition is sought. Should the compositional
principle be specified, not in terms of abstract underlying
cat,egories -- for which no compelling justification is presented,

to our knowledge -- but in terms of properties of words, t.hen,
inasmuch as words cannot be formally concatenated,

like

beads

on a sEring, into 'ne\r' sentences with any significant degree of
(continued from previous Page)
one thing, we can be fairly cert,ain thaE there will be
operational criteria for any but the most elementary
'
not.ions (L964:56)

B

no

... (I)t, appears t,hat the 'antimentalistict arguments that
have been characteristically proposed wou1d, were they
correcE, apply as well against any attempt to construct
explanatory theories. They would, in other words, simply
eliminate science as an intellectually significant enEerprise (1963:328) .
liells has pointed out recently that philosophers have, by
and large, rejected, as a general criterion of significance,
the strong kind of reductionism that we are suggesting as
necessary for our particular purposes. He offers this in
criticism of Bloomfield's program of avoiding mentalistic
foundations for linguistic theory. It is Erue that urany
philosophers have given up a certain form of reductionism,
of which Bloomfield's program (and our restatement of it)
i.s an instance, as a general criterion for significance,
....However, I do not believe that this is relevant to
Bloomfield's anti-ment,a1ism. The fact Ehat a certain
general criterion of significance has been abandoned does
not mean that the bars are down, and that tideas'and
'meanings' become proper terms for linguistics. . . . If
Ehis rejecti-on of an o1d criterion is not followed by
construction of a neq/ one, Ehen it siurply has no bearing
on the selection of legitimate terms for a scientific
theory. l'lhere iE is followed by some new sense of 'signi-iicance', then if thj.s new sense is at all adequate, it
seems to me that it will rule out mentalism for what were
essencially Bloomfield's reasons, iA ics obscurity and
general uselessness in linguistic theory (1955a2I-l9l2O).
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empiri.cal adequacy, such a principle is unlikely to be found which

is purely fornal. To give only one example of how sem:ntical coni

siderations nay be seen Eo enter into the determination of linguistic
form, consider that such a compositj.onal principle must account for
the occurrence of what is semantically recognizable as tthe same wordt
in apparently differing graumat.ical environments. For instance, there
are apparently 'transitive'

verb occurrences of walk (They walk Max's

spaniel nightly) by the side of intransitive'

(They walk nighrly) and

'noun' occurrences (They cake a walk nlghtly).

No adequate theory of

synEactic (grannatical) categori.es will rnerely list

these occurrences

as belonging to different- categories; to do so ignores an important
datrm -- that, these different occurrences share a cortrnon factor of
meaning or are semanEically relatable (e.9., the first

has the

second

and third -- which are paraphrastic -- :rs consequences). What has to

be shown is how this conmon factor of meaning accrues Eo each of the

different occurrences. And to do so involves no less than showins

how

these apparencly different occurrences may be derivationally (i.e.,

cransformationally) related, the assigned granunatical eategory of
walk remaining invariant, where the empirical condition of transforma-

tion is a semantic condition of paraphrase or cons"qrl.r,".. I

- In Chapter 5 $3 and in Chapter 6 we exami.ne such a conception of
transformation, whose necessary condiEion i.s paraphrase and sufficient
condiEion is preservat,ion of a partially ordered word dependence relation (gramroatical categor)t), and di.scuss hoq/ t.ransformations are ernploved
in 'regularizingr linguistic description by eliminating variant forms
that 'say Ehe same'. See Harris (1982z2LZ f.f) for an accounE along
Ehese lines of 'derived nouns'such as walk in the third example above.
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To the

difficulties,

to evaluate the

surveyed above, encountered

in

aEtempting

thesi.s, can be added another: counterexamples
raised against specific gramn*tical proposals determined to be in
autonomy

conformity with one or another version of the thesis can at most onlv
indicate an inductive unlikelihood that the general thesis is crue.

rt

still

be that the autonomy thesi.s is susceptible to empirical
test, yet the most feasible means of challenging the thesis is perhaps
may

to actually construct an ernpirically
or

adequate gramar

in which

meaning

r

"semant.ic ccrrsiderations", operating under specified empirical con-

straints, does play a ro1€ in the definitions of the primitj.ves of
linguistie Eheory or in the "funct,ioning" of gramrnatical "rures,,. I

I

But in any evenc there are other, methodological and philosophical,
objections that can be raised against the autonomy thesis which are
suggest.ive, if not compelling. Let us first briefly consider one of

the consequences of adopting the autonomy thesis from the point of
view of linguistic (and general scienti.fic) methodology. rt would
seem

t,hat the autonomy thesis is attendant upon a general, and very

ancient, concepti.on of t.he nature of language, revitalized by generaEive grammar, which holds thac language is an association of sound and
a

meaning. Accordingly, generative

granmars have the

overall sEructure

- This seems to be Ehe course suggested in LSLT:
In place of che customary challenge "how can you carry ouE
linguistic analysis without meaning," it is perfectly proper
to ask "how can you carry out linguistic anal-vsis wiEh meaning?"
rt. is nor at all evident Ehat there is anv \,rav to meet this
I

challenge (I-34). "

-) (l98lc:4) and (1975b:25 f.n 2) cited above, p. l4l fn r i cf .

(r972a: l15)

r91

of

sysEems

tations of

of rules expressing a correspondence
sound and representations

between represen-

of meaning. I Th.

probity, Eherefore, require that the details of this

demands

of

correspondence,

which certainly involves systematic exposition of the nature of both

levels of representation, be elaborated. Despite this, it does not
appear

to be an overstatement to report that, through no lack of

effort,

to articulate a theory of semantic representation
within generatj.ve grannrar has scarcely gotten off the ground. 2 ,o
Ehe attempt

be sure, Chomsky -- in the period roughly between 1964 and 1975 (see
Chapter

4 $3) --

speaks

independent system

of the requirement of "a universal-

language-

of semantic representaEion"r3 while keeping

a

cautious disEance from the various proposals 4 *ade within generative
E

granmar as t.o

the character of "the level of semantic representation".

His endorsement seems to have been limited to expressions of his belief
t.hat "sentences have an intrinsic meaning det.ermined by linguj.sti-c rule
3
I

(1981c:4).
E.C. ?
.(1972a:116),
z
See, €.8., the assessment by

a practioner of generative
given in Hornstein (1984) "Introduction".

5,

grammar

E.g., (L972b:62):"Let us assume given two universal languageindependent systems of representation, a phonetic system for
the specificat.ion of sound and a semant.ic system for the specification of meaning. As to the former, there are many concrete
proposals; for example, Ehe system described in detail in chapter
7 of Chornsky and Hal1e (1968). In the domain of semantics there
are, needless to say, problems of fact and principle that have
barely been approached, and there is no reasonably concrete or
well-defined "t.heorv of semantic represenEation" to which one can
tt
ref er.

.4

5

81' Katz and Fodor, KaEz and
(L97 2a:

L

I 5'\

Postal, Katz, Jackendoff, and others.

5

of his optiurism that such a system might be successfully
I
developed. - However (as is further shown in Chapter 4 $3),
and

by

,

1975

or so, the idea of a semantic representation characteri-

zing "the intrinsic meaning of a sentence" is altogether

abandoned,

while the most recent work articulates "an approach to U(niversal)
(G)ra*tnar" which deal-s only

with levels of representation of "the

syntactic component". 2 Methodologically considered, then,

an

obvious hiatus arises in positing purely formal structures to
which "interpretive" semantic structures are supposed to'correspond,
when no

details are provided as to the nature of this interpretive

cgmponent. Small wonder.that critics of the autonomy view have
been quick
I

)

to point out that, glven the completely unspecified

character of semantic rules, it is difficult

to see how the syntactic

rules can be considered to be constrained, in the required sense, at
^11

3

4II.

A purely philosophical objecEion may also be lodged against

the

auEonomy

Ehesis.

On

this view an autonomous syntax is held to

be formulable independently of considelations of semantics or of the

(I972b:62-3):"I will, however, assume here that, such a system can
be developed, and that it makes sense to speak of the ways in which
the inherent meaning of a sentence, characterized in some still-tobe di.scovered system of representation, is related to various aspects
of its form. "
2

(i98Ia:4).

E.g., MeCawley (1973b:55):"In view of the fact that...Chomskyrs
present assumpEions leave one with no way of determining in
advance what the facEual domains of fsyntaxt and of rsemantics'
are, any restriction on 'syntax'can be met simply by calling
rules thaE violate it 'semanEict, if tsemantic' rules are left
unconst,rained. "

I q?

of language or of the functioning of syntactic elements in
I Norr"theless, from the perspective of what
communication.
is
use

termed "naturalism"

in Chapter 5 51, such a purely formal

system

of rules, whether or not it could be shown to be enpirically
adequat.e

over

some domain

of linguistic data, must appear completely

fortuitous. As Dewey recognized, the existence of a purely formal
system, such as mathenatics, does not prove the separation of form
and maEter

(or ureaning), it merely poses the problem of the relation

of form and matter in a fundament.l r"v.
a system itself requires explanation. ;-

2

The

That is to say, such
assumption

of a purely

for speaking of the nature of language
as "an instrument for the free expression of thought" (1972a..
101) rather than in terms referring to its function in comnunicati.on; see e.9., the discusssion in (L979b:87-8) where the two
views are explicitly contrasted, and the discussion of this issue
in (1971), concluding with the remark "Where properti.es of language
can be explained on...'functional' grounds, they provide no revealing insight into the nature of mind (41)."
Thus Chomskyrs penchant

Dewey (1938:286):"(T)he idea that there is a sharp disrincrion, if
not a separation, between form and magggr, rests on a special
purely meEaphysical tradition. The admittedly formal character of
mathematics does not prove the separation of form and matter; it
rather poses that problem in a fundamental way."

Here the appeal to a species-speci.fic genet,ic endor^rment ("Universal
Granrnar") which constrains the form of any grammar that a child can
'acquire'raises yeE a further mystery: How comes it that evolution
has produced such a schema in language users? see further chapter 4
(?

LY4

formal syntax is t,antamount to no less than the assunption of
i

a pri-or language in which this fornalism acquires significance.
But for a natural language, there is no prior language; there

are only the utterances themselves and the deterninable differences

of

meani.ng these

utterances occasion to members of a gj.ven linguistic

cormrunity. The exi.stence of these determinable differences of
meaning

is evident in the departure from complete

co-occurrence

rn the

with one another

absence

among

the elements of the language.

of a prior language, form or gramnatical structure

can only be isolated and.identified

I

freedom of

with respect to the linguistic

behavior of language users, and in particular, to their recognitions of well-formedness and that some utterances tsay the samet
as others. With the empirical control of these aspects of f.inguistic
behavior the grammarian is able to construct equivalence classes

of elements,

each

of

whose members

is the same with respect, to

these determinations (see further Chapters 5 and 6).

The only sure \ray of corning to an informed assessment of the

various claims regarding the role of meaning in linguistic anal-ysis
is to clarify just what the linguistrs rreliance on meaningt amounts
to and whether or not this reliance is susceptible to control
methods and criteria

bv

which must be stated in advance. It seems .*a=.r"tu

unlikely Ehat the nanj.fold distinctions of meaning apprehended by

a

linguist in working with a language can ever be adequately reconstructed in the idiom of Quine's falrored subset of behavioral cFLIer,i^..
4-.n -tj-.+...-tl-i-*t zf
Neither is it apparent why they should be. And neirher ca%€hcyfte
dismissed as irrelevant unless iE is shown, in more than prograrunatic

outline'

EhaE gramrErs

adequate (i.e.,

)'

tno". elements are purely formal are empirically

do account for che observables of grarnnatical theory:

word cooccurrences and, to be sure, flinguistic
I
these) . -

intuitionst regarding

The use of meaning in linguistics need noE, contrary to

the allegat,ion in LSLT,2 ir,di""Ee that "the bars are down" or
,-.

EhaE.

^

the linguist is traffiJtng in a shadowy and obscure contraband of
ghostly essences. ,"rJ"rved meaning distincti.ons
t/iEh differences 1n distribution.
scaEements

may be

correlated

Yet, as chomsky ernphasizes,

of distribut,ional regulariEies do not suffice to justify

E.he eremenEs

set up in a granunar. These are regularities which

must

t

0n the question of tcoveraget, see Chapter 4

2

(1955a:I-20):"The fact that a certain general criEerion of significance
(for scientifj.c t.heories, €.g., reductionj-sm - TR) has been abandoned
does noE mean Ehat the bars are down, and Ehat tideast and tmeaningst
Decome ProPer Cerms for linguistics any more than it means Ehat Shosts
are proper concepEs for physics. "

$2.

ra^ra'

*' -,
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Ehemselves be accounted

for by a granrnatical theory sufficiently

constrained so as to eliminate ad hoc corrections and adjustments.
Observed

distributional regularlties are data which are to be

explained by a gramar

in a tranner which is uniform as more and

more sentences are added

rernains

to

to an initlal corpus of sentences. It

Chapters 5 and 6

to exhibit

how meaning, reconstructed

as predicat,ion-created infor:Eation, can be the test of adequacy of

a'theory of language structure and the Particular graunars which
are constructed in accordance with its constraints. But first,,
.t0

tj

3i

B

t'l,

1,

in chapter a, $##{examlne

some

of

t,he issues involved

in holding that a gramar. 1s a theory of linguistic abilities,
ft+'chart the evolution of generative gramurr from its formalist
g+c.&-.J. .Lil- J-u u"t-.. I >
origins in LSLTT. 4n.l
-b

' f u6\'s9'a&-

?

'

and

